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ABSTRACT
I.     IRE  PROBI,Em
It  was  the  purpose  of  this  study  to  examine  all
possible  material  concerning  the  Reidville  Private  High
Schools,  from  their  beginning  in  1857,  through  their  forty-
seven  year  history,  to  reveal  the  facts  ln  counectlon  wi.th
the  type  of  schools,  to  learn  how and  why  they  were  started,
supported,  and  expired,  to  eonslder  the  eonerlbutions  of  the
schools  to  society,  and  to  furnish  the  groundwork  for  a  study
of  the  ptiblie  schools  that  followed  the  private  schools.    It
is  hoped  that  this  study  will  eliminate  some  of  the  old
opinioas  and unreliable  traditions  that  prevail.
11.      PROCEDURE
The  maLjor  paLrt  of  the  lnformaeion  ln  this  study  was
gathered  from  primary  sources.    The "riter  traveled well  over
one  thousand  miles  to  read  from  certain  material,  to  receive
information,  and  to  interview people  who  could  reveal  infor-
mation  relative  to  the  schools.    There  have  been  countless
conversations  with  the  people  in  the  coqununlty  in  regard  to
the  past  of  the  schools.    Microfilm  copies  of  IEg  CL±±o.Ii__a_a_
SDartaLn  newspaLper  were  read  and  searched  for  lnformatlon  about
the  history  of  the  two  institutions.    The  wr'iter  corr.espoaded
rich  individuaLls  and  institutions  ln  regard  to  information
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related  to  the  schools.    The  most  important  source  that  was
available  was  the  minutes  of  the  board  of  trustees  of  the
Reidville  High  Schools.    Records  in  the  Spartanburg  County
Court  House  were  read  and  infor.nation  from  them  was  utilized
in  this  study.    The  HistoricaLI  Foundation  at  Montreat  College,
Montreat,  North  Carolina,  contained  valuable  informaeion  on
the  early  history  Of  the  schools.
Ill.   SU-I
In  bls  sermon  on  JaLnuary  i,   1857,  Rev.  Robert  HaLrden
Reid  brought  €o  the  attention  of  his  people  of  the  Nazareth
Presbyterian  Church  the  need  for  better  schools  ln  the
community,  and  more  especially,   schools  that  would  educate
their  own  children  under  the  oontr®1  of  Presbyterians.    The
congregation  acted  upon  his  suggestion  very  quickly  to
establisb  two  schools,  Reidville  Male  High  School  and  Reidville
Female  High  School.    These  two  schools  were  chartered
December  21,   1857.     The  Male  High  School  opened  in  1858  and
tbe  Female  High  School  opened  in  1859.     In  1871,   the  FemaLle
High  School  was  raised  to  a  "college"  level,  and  so  operated
until  1902.    The  two  schools  contiriued  to  operate  under  private
control  until  1905.    In  that  year  they  were  combined  and
operated  as  a  public  school.
PturACE
Standing  on  top  of  the  knoll  at  the  east  end  of  eh®
one  hundred  foot  wide  Main  Street,  one  may  view  ehe  ghostly
Structure  of  ¢he  once  admirable  male  High  School  of  Reldvllle,
South  Carolina.    The  Reldville  ElementaLry  School  now  occupies
the  preol8e  plot  wherethe  Reldville  Female  Hlgh  School  once
stood  at  the  west  end  of  the  gene  street.
Ie  ls  aLpproprlate  that  the  conception,  birth,  the  good
years,  and  the  demise  of  these  €wo  institu€1ons  of  learning
should  be  recorded.    `1.hose  lnstltueions  of  learning  were  a
beacon  of  llghe  in  their  forty-eight  years  of  Christian  ®duca-
tlon  for  the  communl€y  aLnd  upper  South  Carolina.    'L`his  project
wag  no¢  suggested  to  the  urlcer,  but  the  idea  that  the  history
of  the  two  schools  should  be  imlteen  has  grormi  ln  his  zBlnd.
Ag  one  Stands  at  the  west  end  of  dialn  Street  and  looks
eastward,  he  sees  the  remaLlrL8  of  the  privaee  9chool3  in  the
forzn  of  the  old  brick  building  which  rag  known  as  Reidvlll®
Male  High  School,  and  the  e4ale  High  School  prlnelpal'9  house.
•1.he  mind  mighe  deliberate,  as  the  urlterls  has  on  many  ooca-
slong,  as  €o  her  seory.    What  Secrets  Could  be  unraveled  about
the  Female  School  which  once  8eood  at  the  other  end  of  tlain
Street?
The  urlter  aLccepts  the  challenge  of  writing  the  history
of  the  two  private  high  schools  of  bygone  days  which  were
located  in  the  small  community  of  Reldvllle,  South  Carolina.
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CHAPTm  I
THE   PROBLEM  AND   I)EFINITION   OF  TERms  USED
For  many  years  opinion  and  tradition  have  been  eh®
major  portion  of  any  existing  lnformatlon  regar.ding  the
Reidville  Private  High  Schools,  which  were  established  ln
Reldvllle,  South  Carolina  JDany  years  before  the  public
school  started  in  1905.    Many  of  the  traditions  of  these
institutions  were  built  around  particular  families.  Through
the  passing  years  these  tradlelons  became  facts,  as  far  as
many  locaLl  people  were  concerned.
I.      THE  PROBI.EH
St?Cement  e£ ±E§  Problem.  Ie  lira.a  the  purpose  of  this
Study  to  examine  all  possible  material  concermlng  the  Reld-
ville  Private  High  Schools  from  their beginning  ln  1857
through  their  forty-seven year  history,  to  I.eveal  the  faces
in  connection  with  the  type  of  schools,  to  learn  how and  why
they  mere  started,  supported,  and  expired,  to  consider  the
contrlbutlon  of  the  schools  to  society,  and  to  furnish  the
groundirork  for  aL  study  of  the  public  Schools  that  followed
the  prlvaee  schools.    It  is  hoped  that  this  study  will  elim-
inate  sozne  of  the  old  oplnion3  and unrellable  tradltlons  that
prevail.
Imooreance  e£ ±Eg (=±:=§z.  The  Male  and  Female  High
Schools  had  a  short  life.    These  two  schools  haid  forty-seven
years  of  history  thae  hale  been  lost  becae8®  of  death of  former
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students.    Therefore,  there  are  not  many  faces  and  only  a
very few reliable  traditions  knoun  today by the  local  people
of  Reldville,  South  Carolina.    There  are  still  warm  spots  in
the  hearts  of  those  who  aLre  descendants  of  former  students
aLnd  board  nenbers.    A  few years  fl`om  now,  all  of  the  former
students  who  once  attended  these  schools  will  be  gone.    If
information pertaining  to  the  schools  ls  to be  received Iron
them,  1t  muse  be  done  now.    The  local  people  are  very  lnter-
e8ted  in  €he  hl9tory  of  these  once  admirable  schools.    The
entire  county  of  Spartanburg  has  aLn  interest  in  the  project.
many  leaders  ln  the  county,  as  well  as  in  South  Carolina,  had
their  preparation  for  college  ln  the  apall  schools  of Reld-
ville.    The  contribution  of  this  study  will  add  to  the know-
ledge  of  past  events  and  proceedings  so  that  the  present  may
be  more  understandable.    This  project  ulll  add  to  the  present
knowledge  of  persons,   events,  and  institutions  which  may  be
analyzed  in  regard  to  a  certain  period  and  location.    This
study  will  enable  educatlonaLl  leaders  of  Spartamburg  County
and  the  upper  section  of  South  Carolina  to  understand  a  part
of  the  past  so  that  future  planning may  be  more  fully  and
adequately  accomplished.
11.     DEFINITIONS  OF  TERMS  USED
Prlryaee S±Pqq|±.    Throughout  this  report,  the  term
"private  schools"  shall  mean  Schools  that  charged  a  fee  for
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their  services  so  that  teachers  might  be  employed  and  paid.
In  such an  lnseitution  the  board  of tmstees  rag not  elected
or  appointed  by  the  state.    The  sch®olg  were  chartered
institutions  with  the  general  management  vested  ln  a  board
of  trustees  who held  the  property  ln  trust  for  the  Presby-
terlaLn  Church.
Principal,  T>resldent.    Reldvllle' a  teachers  were
commonly  called  ®professors."    The  trmo  ter.ms  are  used  inter-
changeably  and  indiscriminately  ln  this  study.    The  records
of  the  meetings  of  the  trustees used  the  terms  president
and  principal  interchangeable.    The  writer will  use  both
terms  in  this  study.
College.    Thl-oughout  this  Study  the  wri¢er  has  been
confronted  with  the  tern  "college"  DaLny  times  ln  reference
to  the  Female  School  after  1871.    The  tern will,  since  intent
was  impogslble  eo  discover,  refer  t®  ehe  higher  study  ln  the
Female  High  School.    The  word  ecollege"  iras  an  attraction
to  the  school.    The  school  was  not  recognized  as  an  accredited
four year  college  in  South Carolina,  but  le  had  a  course
of  study  that  covet.ed  four years  in  the  college  divlslon.
j!±gE ic_no__o_1_.    The  term  "high  school"  in  this  study
will  refer  eo  a  school  designed  to  prepare  students  for  the
active business  of  life,  and for  the  successful  prosecution
of  the  higher branches  of  Study  in  college,    The  high  school
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emphasized  practical  courses.     The  term  "high  school"  shall
refer  to  the  schools  that  were  private,  charged  tuitional
fees,   and  in  a  way  were  intended  for  people  of  some  means.
Rep:ister.     `l.he  Female  High  School  and  the  Male  High
School  had  a  book  in  each  scbool  that  was  used  for  the
purpose  of  listing  each  student's  name,   parents.   names,   home
town,  honors  received,  dates  that  the  students  left  school,
and  reasons    I.or  leaving  school.    The  principals  were  in
charge  of  the  registers,  and  they  sometimes  recorded  additional
notes  when  the  situation  demanded.    At  the  beginning  of  each
school  session,   the  listings  were  inscribed  anew.    Since
this  study  iras  only  conducted  for  the  tiro  schools,  the  term
"register"  will  refer  to  the  register  of  the  Reidville Male
High  School  and  the  register  of  the  Reidville  Female  High
School ®
CHAP'1`ER      11
SOURCE   OF   THE  DATA   AND  RETHOI)   OF   PROCEDURE
The  nature  of  this  study  is  a  historical  one.    The
writer  has  traveled  over  one  thousaLnd  miles  to  read  from
certain  material,  receive  lnfornation,  and  to  inter.view
people  who  could  reveal  any  information  relative  to  the
schools.    Not  a  mile  has  been  wasted  in  this  regard.  Very
little  has  been  written  by  anyone  at  any  time  in  reference
to  the  Reidville  Schools.    Only  in  recent  years  has  there
been  any  attempt  to  find  out  the  history  of  these  lnseltu-
tions,  and  this  uns  aLttempeed  in  1958  when  the  centennial
of  the  village  of  Reidville  iras  celebrated.    The  attempt
did  not  turn  up  "ch  in  the  way  of facts.    Families  did  not
want  to  loan  valuable  books,  pictures,  letters,  aLnd  news-
papers  at  that  tiJne.    The  writer  has  endeavored  to  do  what
had  not  been  accomplished  up  until  the  present  time.
I.    REC0ms
The  most  lmportaint  source  that  was  available  to  the
writer  was  the  minutes  of  the  board  of  erustees  of  the
Reidville  High  Schools,  which  contained  the  minutes  of  the
boa.rd  fron  June  21,  1857,  through  January  14,   1958.    This
bock  contained  inch  information  and  was  a  very  valuable
primaLry  source.    The  uriter  is  indebted  to  ".  J.  W.  Gaston,
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Sr.,  who  ls  the  present  chairman  of  the  board  and  the  keeper
of  the  minutes.    This  book  is  in  very  good  condition for  its
age.    The  minutes  were  detailed  and  were  recorded  by  men  of
good  education  and  penmanship.
The  registers  of  the  Male  and  Female  High  Schools  were
very  valuable  ln  this  study.    The  two  books  contained  inform-
ative  side  notes  at  many  points  throughout.    There  were  aL  few
years  that  the  principals  did not  keep  the  registers  up-to-
date.    The  register  of  the  lfale  High  School  is  blank  for  the
fall  sessioa  of  1860.    This  register  is  also blank  for  the
period  during  1901  through  1904.    The  Female  High  School
register  i8  blank  fran  1863  through  1866,  and  1898  through
1900 .
A  very  valuable  primary  source  was  a  scrapbock  compiled
by  Rev.  Robert  Harden  Held  and  donated  to  Montreat  College
Hlstor.ical  Foundation.    'l.His  scrapbook  was  Rev.  Robert  Harden
Reid's  personal  property.    In  lt  he  related  the  early  founda-
tion  of  the  Reldvllle  Schools.
'1.he  deed  books  at  the  Spartanburg  County  Court  House
contained  many  valuable  deedg.    Books  halve  been  a  major
source  of  general  informatl®n  ln  the  study  of  the  history  of
these  two  Schools.
11.      NEWSPAPERS
This  project  could  never  have  beensyneheslzed  without
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the  valuable  a8slstance  of  microfilm  copies  of EEg fe_ro_lln_a
SoaLrtan  newspaper,  which  was  printed  in  Spartanburg,   south
Carolina.    GGicrofilm  copies  Of  this  paper  were  read  and
searched  for  any  information  about  the  histor.y  of  the  scbools.
!!:ES  EEa±±i  EEs  SDal.tanburg  .1Rileek|r,  E.e.!=±±±,  ;!i±g  €reenville  9L8I±£,
and I:±S  rorkville i:i±g±=u_i__E_e±  newspapers  were  draim  upon  for
useful  information and  to  substantiate  many points  in  this
study.
Ill.    CA1.thoGS
Local  indlvldualg  have  loaned  catalogs  for  this  project.
•L'hey  have,   however,   been  row  in  number,   but  they  have  been
informa€ive.    Only  three  catalogs  were  found  pertaining  to
the  "aLle  High  School.    ¢l.he  most  helpful  catalog  was  dated
1872.    'l`he  catalogs  for  the  most  part  are  ln  very  poor`  condi-
tion.    'rhe  lrmicer  has  tried  to  convince  the  owners  of  the
catalogs  that  they  should  have  them placed  ln  a  historical
foundation,  but  he  has  not  as  yet  had  much  success.
IY.      CORRESPOREENGE
Correspondence  has  been  advantageous  in  this  study.
Many  letters  have  been  received  that  have  borne  useful  inform-
ation  in  regard  to  the  past  of  the  schools.    'rhe  more  impor-
tant  leeters  that  were  received,  as  far  a3  information was
concerned,   cane  1'rom  these  sources:
I
2
3
4
5
6.
8.
Davldson  College
Presbyterian  College
University  of  Florida
Wlnthrop  College
Unlversiey  of  South  Carolina
University  of  Chicago
Mount  Holyoke  College
General  Electric  Company
Chamber  of  Cormerce  of  Cinclnnabl,   Ohio
10.    Colunbla  Theological  Seminary
lfany  other  pieces  Of  correspondence  Were  received  bearing
information  about  the  history  of  the  tro  schools  and  persons
connected  with  them.
V.      INTERVIEWS
The  interview has  been  one  of  the  most  illuminating
techniques  utilized  ln  this  study.    Mr'.  J.  W.  Gaston,  Sr.,
a  student  ln  the  Male  High  School  as  early  as  1882,   shed
light  on  many  dubious  points  during  this  study.    Mr.  Robert
white  Gaiston  has  also  given  to  the  writer  valuable  data  for
this  project.    8frs.  8.  P.  Reid,  whose  late  husband  was  the
son  of  the  founder  of  the  schools,  gave  helpful  information,
as  well  as  material,  for use  in  this  undertaking.    Bfr.  Robert
H.  Reid,  the  grandson  of  the  founder,  revealed  valuable  inform-
ation  to  the  imi€er.    There  have  been  countless  conversations
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with  the  people  ln  the  community  ln  regard  to  the  past  of  the
schools.    '1.hese  conversations  have  come  in  the  normal  talk  of
the  day  as  the  rmiter  met  people  in  the  community  fron  time
to  time  during  the  period  of  research.
CHAP`1'm  Ill
A   HIS`i.oRit;AL   BACKGROUND   OF   SPAR'rAHi3uRG  COUNTY
I.      FORMATION   OF   SPARTANBURG  UOUNTY
Spartanburg  County  haLs  a  hlgtory  behind  her  worthy
of  preservaelon.    It  19  not  the  iirriter.a  design  eo  record
the  entire  pa8€  of  her  cz`eatlon,  but  only  to  give  those
pertinent  faLcts  relative  to  the  present  study.
In  the  Colonial  Period  the  section  of  the  State  now
known  as  Spartanburg  Couney  was  aL  par't  of  Craven  County.
South I;arollna  was  1.irse  dlvlded  into  four  counties  ln  1685,
Craven  County  being  the  largese.    After  North  earollna  and
South  Carolina  were  dlvlded  le  8€111  held  that  nape.    In
1769  seven  di3trlcts  were  eBtabllshed  1.or  the  holding  of
courts,  but  the  increase  of population made  smaller  dlvl-
slon8  necessary.    In  Hovember,  1722,  the  inhabitants  of
what  ls  now  SpaLrtanburg  were  flr3e  able  to  perform  legal
business  at  their  oim  cour.thouse  ae  «ineey-Six  lJlstrict.
This  was  a  result  of  the  ulrcuit  Court  Act  of  1769,  which
provided  I.or  tbe  redlstrlctlng  of  the  state.I    '1'he  area
which  was  to  be  Spartanburg  was  ln  thlB  dl8trlct.    In  1783
an  ordinance  rae  paLssed  which  dlvlded  the  dlstrlcts  of
g2EBZ¥§;°j:=5ufg±#:t:it±£:'rfutH±e=§?¥r¥grL¥tan-Band  and  thlte,1940),  P.19.Spartanburg:
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Georgetown,  Camden,  uheraw,  uharlestown,  "inety-Six,  Orange-
burg  and  Beaufort  into  counties.
Under  tbis  ordinance,  Edgefield,  Abbeville,  and  New-
berry  counties  wer`e  set  up  ln  1783,  leaving  the  remainder
ol.  fllnety-Six  Oistricc,  Spartanburg,  union,  and  Laurens
undivided.    '1.he  site  of  tbe  cotirt  house  was  established  at
Pinckeyville,  on  broad  tfiver.
`l`he  old  district  of  Ninety-Six,  bet.or.e  and  during
the  Rev®1utlon,  was  composed  of  the  present  counties  of
Spartanburg,  LaLurens,   Union,  j»ewberry,  Abbevllle,  and  Edge-
fleld.    `1.he  county  site  was  at  €anbridge,  ®r  flinety-Six,  in
Abbeville  County,  not  raf  I-ron  the  present  Alinety-Six  depot.
'rhe  state  was  divided,  a8  the  result  of the  redl3-
tricting  in  1769,  inc®  ninety-Six District,  Canden  District,
Cheraw I)iasrlct,  Orange  I)1strlct,  Beaufort  Dlserlc€,  George-
town  District,  and  Charleston  District.    In  1785  the  legislaL-
tion  divided  South t;ar.olina  iato  thirty-four  e®unties  so
that  the  people  could  have  better  and  more  convenient  govern-
ment  than  they  had  enjoyed  bet.Ore.    Before  1785  the  courts,
with  their  sheriffs  aLnd  other  officers,  were  s®  faLr  away
from most  of  the  people  that  the  government  was  not  doing  the
service  that  lt  should.    By  an  act  whleh  was  passed  in  1785,
Spartan  County  was  laid  off .    i.Spartan  County  as  thus  creased,
contained  I,050  squaLre  miles.    tie-surveys  reduced  lt  to  1,004..'2
2ERE.,  p.  35.
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The  northeaster.a  part  of  the  county  rag  taken  to  help  form
Cherokee  County  in  the  late  eighteen  hundreds.    'rhe  SDartan-
E3±=8 ea± £±=e.e.piEi.Il±  P±=e.et.quies e£ ±££9-£±  described
SpartaLnburg  County  as:
This  county  ls  Situated  in  the  extreme  northern
position  of the  state.    It  is  borded  oa  the  north
by  Folk  and  Rutherford  Counties  of  Alor€h  Carolina;
::u:£eb;a8k3X#:kLaapLde:#°k:°=t:i:;me?8tt£;
Iiauz.ens  and  Greenville.    `l`he  aLverage  distance  from
north  eo  South  is  35  miles,  I.ron  east  €
giving  an  area  of  672,000  square  acres.9  West  3o  miles,
`1.he  real  beginning  of  the  present  Spareanburg  County
as  an  individual  unit  of  government  came  ln  1785  when  the
old  Ninety-Six  District  was  divided.4    '1'he  act  of  1798-1799
provided  that  Spartanburg was  to  be  called  by  the  name  of
Spartanburgh.    'l.he  laLst  syllable  burgh  was  a  suffix  agreed
upon  aLnd  aLdded  to  the  old  name  Spartan.    J3y  common  agr'ee-
ment  and  modern  usage  ehe  letter  nhf'  hag  been  dropped,  leav-
ing  the  word  SpartanbuI.g  as  it  ls  now Jmolm.
Lt  ls  factual  that  the  history  of  Spareanburg  can  be
substantiated.    `l.here  seems  to  be  con±.licting  views  as  to
how  the  county  received  the  name  Spartan  ln  the  beginning.
Spartanburg  aLlone  among  the  1.orty-six  counties
ol.  South  Carolina  bears  a  name  based  on  the  character
of  lts  settlers.    No  account  exls€s  of  the  circumstance
attending  the  selection  of  this  name.    1t  appears
3Spautanburg ±
( AtlaneaTH
pp.  11-12.
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One  view ia  that:
RegE±:n€:u:cgo3;do:.±§gu§£r€:3o±±£:rma±a#:±£r3E±:£ew:3artan
::::::h::ttgi: ::::1:gl:I?8 and  served  with  dlsbinctlon
•1.he  Spartan  tLeglment  I.ought  the  baittle  of  I;owpens
during  the  Jlevolutionary  War.    `1`he  men  were  indeed  a  Spartan
people,  and  they  were  willing  to  sacrifice  their  lives,  1f
necessary,  eo  meet  all  the  dlfl.1cultles  which  surrounded
them.     Landrum  staL€ed  thaLt:
Lnu::Eec:hfa:::i:;: :£:r::g=Lf.fc::e=: , c£::¥s#::e
:£3 ::::i: :rp;:=::70f  Courage,  fortitude,  patriotism,
The  name  of  the  regiment  was  soon  extended  to  the
district.
11.      EARI.Y   SETTLEM]ENTS   AND   SE'1'T'LERS
The  flrse  settlers  were  from  the  northern  colonies.
They  did  not  have  maps  to  gtilde  them  ln  the  new  land  into
which  they  had  pushed  their  way  by  different  methods.    They
5RE.I  p.  11.
6work
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T£:£e£::k?d8#:::r6:±3:is¥3!:±L±r=§§;LLEa6)r;?±Can
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estaLblished  their  homes  on  the  numerous  streams  and  in  the
fertile  low  lands  of  what  now  is  SpartaLnburg  County.
Governor  James  Glen  made  a  treaty  with  the  Cherokee  Indians
in  1755.    In  the  treaty  the  Cherokees  ceded  much  land  of
which  the  present  land  of  Spartanburg  County  was  a  part.
This  treaty  ehr`ew  land  open  to  settlers  and  settlements,
Iiandrum  reported  that,  "...there  was  an  immigration  of
settlers  into  all  of  these  counties,  mostly  from  Vir.ginia,
but  many  from  North  Carolina,  Maryland  and  Pennsylvania .... tl8
No  exact  answer  can  be  given  in  regard  to  the  first
white  man  to  set  foot  on  Spartanburg  soil.    Landrum  stated
that :
The  first  settlers  of  the  Tyger  section heard  from
:::i:ga:;::e:smiof|an*:t;e::3#:,a::f:::3:::rk:#e:g'
by  Indians;  and  of  another  irould-be  settler,  a  Baptist
:;::;:::,n#:S±::ng=:nm::::£a¥h3e:T:tg:::E:Lxa£:3.for
Ransay  relaLted  that:
f:t::::::::::::;::::::::::f:8:f:::g::r;ir::n:i;::!nia,
§§;;if:8¥:::o:i::::::i;e::a::::.:i::a:.:::i:t:§§;:±c§£:n
i¥
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Elijah  Clark was  the  first  white  settler  of  whom
any  knowledge  is  knormi.    He  could  therefore  be  styled  as  the
Daniel  Boone  of  the  present  county  of  Spartanburg.
The  first  permanent  settlements  in  what  is  now knoiim
as  Spar€anburg  County  were  those  on  the  three  braLnches  of
the  Tyger River.    Scotch-Irish  Presbyterian  settlers  caLme
from  Pennsylvania  and  chained  land  on  the  North,  Middle,
and  South  Tyger  Rivers.    LaLndrum  reported  that:
Among  these  settlers  are  found  the  present
i;i::;;?:::§£?a#:i;i:;:i;=*e#?d#:±e¥::E±?ting::::::
Other  settlers  came  later  and  settled  on  other  sections
of  the  three  branches  of  the  Tyger  River.    The  Gastons,
Alexanders,  and  Mortong  were  in  this  settlement.    As  early
as  1765  these  two  groups  of  settlers  had  chosen  a  site  that
was  conveniently  located  and  built  a  meetiag  place  which
they  called  Nazareth.    NaLzareth  Church  was  the  f irst  permanent
organization  in  the  county  of  Spartanburg.12
The  Earle  family  migrated  to  the  Pacolet  area  aLnd
established  a  settlement  which  came  to  be  named  Earlesville.
llJ.  a.  0.  I.andrun, Colonial  And  Revolutionar
gfdffieRE, :G;:e2;:  e: shanH
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The  members  of  the  Earle  family  were  vigorous  pioneers  and
had  an  important  share  in  the  making  of  Spartanburg  County.
Many  metnbers  of  the  family  emigrated  into  other  counties  in
face  of  the  IndlaLns  and  Tories.
Baptists  came  in  from  Vlrglnla  and  settled  in  the
Fairforest  area  and  set  up  a  stl.ong  settlement  for  their
denomination.  In  spite  of  1€s  remoteness,  the  Indian  menace,
and  many  other  dlffieulties  it  possessed,  the  area  which  is
now  the  county  of  SpaLrtanburg  developed  long  before  €he
Revolutionary  War.    In  1770  the  upper  section  of  South
Carolina  was  so  remote  that  I.ieutenaut  Goverm®r  Bull,  while
making  a  trip  over  the  state,did  not  go  beyond  what  he
described  as  the  "uncivilized  settlements"  above  the  point
where  the  Broad  and  Saluda  Rivers  meet.13
13ERE.,  p.19.
CHAPER   IV
INFLUENCE   OF   NAZARETH   PRESBYTERIAN  CHURCH   ON
EDUCATION   IN   SPARTANBURG  COUNTY
As  early  as  1710  provisions  were  made  for  fr.ee  schools
in  South Carolina.    Even  though  the  state  made  provisions  for
a  public  school  system very  early,  the  provisions  were  not
fully carried out  in the  state.    During  the  early  days  of
Spartanburg  County,  religion  and  education  went  hand  ln hand.
T'he  Presbyterians  were  the  leaders  in  this  effort  of  education.
Nazareth  Presbyterian  Church  was  the  pioneer  ln  doing  lt8
share  to  educate  the  children  of  the Tyger River  section  of
Sparrbanburg  County.
I.     EARlir  IHFLUEHCE
"In  every  cormunlty  where they[Presbyterlan] came,
a  schoolhouse  and  church  sprang up  si"tLltaneously  with  the
settlement .... "1    Knight  also  stated  that:
::d:!!::G!:ii¥i!;#:::;i:;:::::::i:k!:::::::::::#r
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I.he  Scotch-Irish  Presbyterians  greatly  influenced
educational  growth  ln  the  entire  South.    The  efforts  to
establish  public  schools  ln  the  area  of  what  is  now
Spartanburg  County  were  very  poor.    Tbe  efforts  resulted
in  the  free  schools  being  poorly  taught  for  short  periods
of  time.    These  were  set  up  solely  for  the  poor  pupils  in
the  area.    0liphant  stated  that:
tha¥n:£:I?r#;t::X;oE:: f%:ts:±°::: g:::h:::t::r:Ore
ignorant  and  incompetent.
®,,®,,,®,,®®®,,,®®®,®®,®®®®®,®,®,®,,,,,®®,,,,®,,,®,
Ho  children  attended  the  free  school  who  could
afford  to  attend  one  of  the  may  good  private  schools.3
The  best  teachers  were  employed  by  the  private
schools,  and  the  incompetent  odes  were  teachers  ln  the  free
schools.    These  were  some  of  the  conditions  that  the  leaders
of  the Nazareth  Presbyterian  Church  found  prevailing  ln
their area.
DenoninaLtlonal  rlvalrry  was  strong  ln  all  of  this
area,  as  well  as  other  sections  of  the  South.    Hunter
reported  that:
At  least  one  Baptist  minister,  who  waLs  worried    .
5sii'§£€:5;i£€ti;-:3g:iL:g"E£:g:B:Ei};i;incaabout  the
warned  his
soDethlng  and  do  it ,quickly,  these  hellish
3Mary  a.   Slms  Oliphant  ted.),  g±± qu§LW g±E§
#8*`-"iiE2±irii5OI#5ffvTi:u5€itffiofifrfi
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Presbyterians  are  going  t®  take  this  country.14
This  minister  was referring to  the  rapid rate  that  the
Presbyterians  were  setting  up  schools  to  educate  their
ohildreri.
In  1794  Rev.  James  Templeton  became  the  supply
preacher  for  Hazar'eth  Church.    He  served  in  this  position
for  eight  years.    During  his  stay  at  Nazareth,  he  devoted
much  of his  attention and  efforts  to  educational  matters.
Under  the  guidance  of  Rev.  Templeton  the  Philanthropic
Society  was  Organized  ln  1794.    The  aim  of  the  society
was  to  promote  learning  ln  the  area  by  establishing  an
academy  of  higher  learning  and  to  Send  out  teachers  to
less  fortunate  communltles.    The  Spareanburg  Phllanthroplc
Society,  according  to  the  act  of  incorporation bearing  the
date  of  December  16,  1797,   specified  that  it  was  founded
for  the  purpose  of  erecting  an  acadeny.5    The  records  of
the  organization  aLre  not  to  be  found.    The  first  tangible
work  of  the  society was  recorded  ln  the  directories  for
Spartanburg  and  Greenville  I'or  1880  through  1881.
'1'he  I.1rst  school  es€abllshed  by  this  Bocieby
was  opened  May  22d,   1797,   in  a  school-house  near
§±:§:i;¥:::::§o:u::€jL±:§£:,#:::i:9§::3§:::;n§;i:i::i:a£L.
E¥rife:::§¥§=±FA##e;t!;t#p¢i;;::?r¥r¥r¥aftan-
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Foster.s  meeting-house.    'l.he  society  employed  lfr.
;Eg:ig:;:;:;:::lifi::3i!::5i!::1gi¥;I:::::
to  call  it.    It fra
Minerva  School ....g  afterwal.ds  knoun  as  the
James  Gilleland  was  not  a  minister  when  he  cane  to  take
charge  of  the  school.    I-a€er  be  studied  theology  and
ministered  to  the  Nazareth  Church  from  1802  through  1816.
It  should  be  noted  that  the  Eustatla  School  was  opened
seven months  before  the  organization  was  incorporated.
The  society,  however,  had  been  working  since  it  was  founded
in  1794.     Very  few particulars  halve  been  handed  down
about  the  EustaLtia  School.    `L.he  141nerva  School  seems  to
have  come  after  the  Eustaeia  School,  and  "...to  have
been  taught  for  many years  in  the  building  erected  1.or
it.W7    Another  school  that  the  Philanthropic  Society
organized  uns  "a  manual  labor  school  at  Poolesville .... "8
Nazareth  Church  organized  or  played  aL  prominent  part  ln
establishing  many  I.1ne  schools  such  as  the  mnerva
Academy  and  the  schools  located  at  Rocky  Spr.1ngs,  Flint
Hill,  Poplar  Springs,  Pine  Grove,arid  Reidvllle.    Having
accomplished  some  of  its  goals,  the  PhilaLnthropic
Society  dissolved  as  other  agencies  gathered  strength.
artanbur
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Rev  W.  C.  Davls  was  one  of  the  first  school  teachers
I.ron  the  NazaLreth  Church.    He  taught  near  the  Tyger  River
while  he  was  the  minister  at  Nazareth.    He  taught  at
Rocky  Springs  before  1800.  I.andrun  reported  that:
ii3!!!:;i:¥;!i;i;i;ii;i:i?:::;i;:i::=¥i:::;i:er
Jonathan  Hadd®n,  an  elder  in  Nazareth  Church,  was
a  schoolmaLster  of  the  mle  Academy  ln  Spareanburg  ln  1837.
In his  early  life  )fr.  Hadden  taught  a  school  1n  the  area
of  Well ford,  South  Carolina,  which  was  about  eight  miles
from  Nazareth  Church.    dip.  HaLdden  opened  school  each  day
with  a prayer.
Rev.  John  Boggs,  who  was  the  minister  of  Nazareth
Church for  four years,  taught  a  school  at  Flint  Hill.
Rev.  j3oggs  was  a  very  small  man  in  physical  appearance,
and  he  possessed  a  great  anount  of  learning.
Rev.  Z.  I.  Holmes  conducted  a  school  at  Poplar
Springs  for  a  short  period  of  tine.    He  presided  over  the
Female  Seminary  at  Spartanburg  at  one  time.
From  the  beginning  of  the  history  of  Spartanburg
County,  the  educational  facilltles,  as  provided  by  law,
were  very  poor  for  most  pupils,  and  the  schools  were
9d.  8.  0.  I.andrum,  Histor]r e£ aLnbur
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limited  in  number.    Wherever  there  was  a  Presbyterian
Church,  the  minister made  it  his  business  to  form aL  little
school  and  teach  the  children  himself .    The  Presbyter.iaLn
ministers  wel`e  highly  educated  men,  and  this  educational
advantage  led  to  mach  of  their  grea€  success  and  influence.
The  Presbyterians  always  reqtiired  their ministers  to
receive  a  good  education.    Jwazareth  Presbyterian  Church
had men that  fulfilled  just  these  requlrenents.
Jones  and  mlls  stated,  "many  a  preacher  had  to  be
a  teacher  out  of  necessity,  as  the  church  haLs  not  had  aL
proper  sense  of ministerial  support  tin recent  times."10
This  ls  not  an  all-inclusive  resume  of  the  men
who  lnfluenoed  education  ln  the  early  days  of  SpaLrtanburg
County.    'rhe  sesslonal  records  of  the  firsS  sixty  years
for  Nazareth  Church  were  consumed  by  fire  in  the  dwelling
of  the  clerk  Of  the  session.    Consequently,  qiuch  of  the
information pertaining  to  the  early ministers  and  laiy
leaders  was  lost.
Nazareth  Presbyterian  uhnrch  was  the  1.irst  permanent
organization  in  the  county  of  Spartanburg,  and  the  ministers
and  leaders  led  the  way  for  education  ln  the  dark  days  of
the  early  period  of  development  for  the  county.
gRE:a;#;##ifes`6:!=iiaEr?::ut±ri=
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11.   REVERIE:ND  ROBERT   HARDEN  REID   AND   EDUCATION
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reld  graduated  from  South  €arollna
College  ln  1846.    He  took  a  regular  course  in  theology  ae
Columbia  Theological  Senlnary,  where  he  graduated  in  the
class  of  1849.    1.here  were  eleven  other  men  who  graduated
whth  him  that  year.LL    Jn  1853  he  rae  installed  as  the
mlnlster  of  flazareth  Pre8byterlan  Church.    Landrum  stated
that :
Na z!:e:£eci:::hofh::: ::::a5::t::Spa:t£::t3:e:5y-
%;i::h:h%=B£Sp::o¥:::tmi?u5gi3#r:£:'F¥±3€:
Church  ale  SpareaLnburg.    Since  then  quite
have  been  organized  in  Spartanburg  Count
number
includ-
the
the
". Held
nlseer
lag  Wellford,  Center  Point  and Reidvllle
material  for  which was  largely made  up  o
original  membership  of  «aLzareth  Church.
was  I.or  several years  the  only  re31dent
this  denominatloa  ln  Spartanbdrg Dlstrlct.12
J.  Whltner  Held,  a  son  of  Rev  Robert  Harden  Reid,
stated  that:
g:3:::i:::?r3.!::::h;:F;i:I:3!fi:?9:g::f:?r:35?
33:gp;:ggg;:I§an  Churchi  with  25  elders,  1n  spartan.
1lt'ersonal Correspondence  of  the writer,  letter from
F.  Sldney  Andersen,  Dean  of  Studenes  I.or  eolumbla  `1`he®-
logical  SenlnaLry,  October  3,  1961.
12Landmm,  £p.  :2±±.,  P.  376.
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Rev.  Robert  Harden  E{eld  was  chairman  of  the  first
I}emocratic  convention  held  in  SpartaLnburg  County  after  the
Clvll  War.    This  convention  aoulnated  candidates  for.  county
school  conmi8sloner,  and  Rev.  Held  rae  nominated  and  elected
in  1868.    .rhls  election  rna.a  the  I.1rst  one  held  under  the
constitution  of  1868  and  wag  conducted  under  mllieary  law.
Rev.  tLeld  was  offlclally  notified  of his  election  by  the
commanding  officer  ln  charge  of  the  nllltaLry  dlstrlct  ln
which  Spartanburg  County  res  located.    This  office  to  which
he  was  elected  rae  set  up  by  the  constitution  of  1868.
Previous  to  this  time  there  was  not  a  systezn  of  public
education  in  the  state  as  aL  result  of  the  t;1vil  War.    Itev.
Held  iras  a  pioneer  of  public  education  in  SpartaLnburg
County.
The  certificate  of  election  that  Rev.  Robert  Harden
Held  received  ls  noteworthy for  its  verding.    It  was  stated
that :
THIS  IS  TO  C±Mlrlfl,  that  an  Election  held  ln  and  for
:£: g:uni# ;: %=:=b#i:: :88§: #d:?:£eu:#±:Ety°3f
:::vtsi±393:rt:£eu£5::de§Z::::n:fggo:;:ifm:it:§63ie"i:bei
!£3::#±¥=¥?:§§r|=Ofan:i:d¥:§£¥y:§g#§g:t:fryrae  chosen  by  a  majorley  of
%frgiv#i##8;±ii§§§sife;§diL¥j§H#¥§y±3i§€¥p:in
the  State  of  South tjarolina.
Brevet  "aLjor-General
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Coonanding  Second  eaiLltary  I)1serice.L4
`1`he  certlflcate  is  signed  by  tieneral  I.  R.  S.  Canby.
011mphant  reported  that :
The  County  School  Commissioners  were  dishonest  as
well  as  hopelessly  ignorant.    filchland  I;ounty,  1.or
::g=g|:iagasfas3ig::::=i:::o=:te¥o'iEer:.::#:nd-
ring  person  are  Rlckernended  to  the  BoaLrde.'  A  negro
comznlssloner  of  Barmwell  County  wrote  a  Letter  to  a
merchant  ln  Columbia  in  which  h®  said:   lpleas  give  to
the  J3orrow I.or  nee  JJlck  hennedy  one  plug  of  to  Baco
aLnd  a  J3ar  of  soape  1  am  buggy  my  self  tz'ying  to  get  a
J3aLe  of  I;ooton  to  you  or  i  would  acome.I     Poorly
:S::::esu:3nrfe i:g:n:£=:e:g::  managed  the  school
®,,,,®,®,®,®,,,,,®,,®,,,,,,,,,,,®®,®®,®®®,®,,®,,,,®,,
coxe:¥i::::a::t:::c::;o£?a£:3::¥§a:3::tE:lit:ffLrst
Reidvllle,  was  a  gentlemari  and  a  scholar and  an
experienced  educator.    He  Served  as  county  commls-'
E:;3i::;?!::::i::;o:8!3::i::;%!r:!!:!3::iu!:faars
::e€E:b:i:c£:=::1:i.a::ed3::::"=:i:=:a#igfeqE::I:S.15
In  undereaking  the  position  of  commissioner  of  educa-
tion  of  Spartanburg  County,  Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid  embarked
oa  a  delicate  chore.    His  outlook  and  talent  for  lt  were
soon  presented.    J.  h.  Jillson,  State  Superintendent  of
Education,  relating  some  ol.  the  condltion3  of  the  free
common  school  system  in  1870  reported  Chats
::fs=:;;:!#:§§:}Ri:Ei£;::::N§:§§:i::i::;¥::i::?:i:Gate
Bedlnger.
15ifery  c.South - `8:i{b3:?P¥£:tst:8;)6o¥ng#3Z±:±8¥2#.
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But  one  (1)  Teacherst   Institute  or  Convention  has
!!i:5!i|::ii;:!ic!iiEi!:E#i;::¥:I;;;;if5i:!!ii::rs
8::%E:!:no3: , s¥g::n3::gnggi3; , ff3?ec?sac::;sis to
meet  annually.    It  was  ny  pleasure  to  attend  the
£::::e:a¥:Sag:::::noff„:£::a:::X:?#on.  and  to
This  teachers.  convention  seems  to  be  the  first  held  in  the
state.17    Rev.  Reidls  endeavors  in  the  field  of  education
led  bo  establishing a  teachers'  library at  the  Spartanburg
Court  House  for  the  teachers  of  the  upper  county.18    A
report  of  1870  stated  that  in  Spartanburg County Robert
Harden  Reid  was  the  superintendent  in  charge  of  twenty-
nine  schools  which  had  a  total  of  725  pupils,  715  of  whom
were  white  and  ten  were  colored.19
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reidls  dominant  labor  was
establishing  the  Reidville  High  Schools.    His  interest  in
educaLtion  continued,   even  after  his  aLctive  work  in  the
ministry  ceased.    He  maintained  this  interest  even  to  the
day  that  he  died.
and  Re olutions
a_r91_i__p_a_  i
n8Z= T5aiH:iel5Hcan  printi
PF5#iife::§§¥i=£:£#!::it:;#ii'#i#r¥gr¥atan-
18ET=±g  g±Ie±±±p±_  ST>artan,   Decetnber  8,   1870,   p.   2,   col.2.
in t #r:£===go# #e±===±S£±£±n#ng±i±=±±±S= E#otFp¥5.
CHAPTER   V
REIDVILLEts  PRIVATE  HIGH   SCHOOI,S  ARE  BORN
From  the  beginning  of  the  history  of  Spartanbuz.g
County,  the  edricational  facilities  provided  by  the  law
of  the  state  were  extremely  poor  for  the  great  mass  of
the  children,  and  the  number  of  public  Schools  was  limited.
An  act  was  passed  in  1811  by  the  Assembly  to  establish
free  schools  throughout  the  state  of  South  CaLrolina.    The
act  stated  that  a  preference  shall  always  be  given  €o  the
poor  orphans  and  the  children  of  destitute  and  necessitous
parents.1    many  of  the  I.irst  free  schools  suffered  as  the
result  of  short  terms  and  the  lack  of  good  teachers.    \then
the  money  allotted  to  a  school  was  used,  the  school  had  to
close  I'rom  lack  of funds.    Education  was  a  hit-or-miss
al.fair  in  the  early  eighteen  hundreds  in  South  Carolina.
Before  1850  many  private  schools  developed  out  of  the  poor
free  school  system ln  the  state.
I.      PRELIRENARY  STEPS
Rev.  Robert  Harden Reld  thought  that  his  church  Should
establish  two  private  schools for  the  children  of  the
to  esta:E#h:?±=::±ssh*ii;±EE=Ofas3i:±±hi:±rs±±e%:  #* i;?80 ,
pP.  639-641.
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upper  part  of  the  state.    Ihiring  July  1856  Rev.  a.  M.  Palmer
spent  the  night  with  Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid,  and  they  talk-
ed  about  the  school  situation  in  the  area.    They both  agreed
that  something  should  be  done  to  help  solve  €he  school
problem.     In  November  1856  Rev.  I)avid  Hunphries,  an  old
friend  of  Rev.  Reld,  visited  him  for  two  weeks.    They  talk-
ed  about  the  school  situation.    Rev.  Humphries  advised  that
efforts  be  made  toward  setting  up  two  private  schools  by
the  Nazareth  Presbyterian  Church.2    Rev.  Reid  stated  that,
t'the  lst.  SabbaLth  in  January  1857  was  chosen  as  the  time  to
bring  this  natter  before  the  congregation.P3
`l'he  subject  was  brought  before  the  congregation  on
January  I,  1857.    Rev.  Robert  Harden  Held  recorded:
Here  I  8taLted  what  I  cbncelved  to  be  our  great
;;;;B£:if:fahi:#!#:i::i!!;;i:!i:iii!Oi!:¥i:::::::
-and  the  notable  decline  of  Presbyterianism  in  this
:£#3::n±€oW:tg:Zed:£ofun:::i:Xs:£e  education of  our
At  an  anrmal  meeting  of  the  session  of  NaLzareth
Presbyterian  Church  on  Ja"iary  7,   1857,  Rev.  Robert  Harden
gSeR¥ap::;:i;DR£§£ion¥;:3H¢:t£:::::::a:i;::;§o::::3§§:i:±-
Foundation  by  him.    Pages  not  numbered.
3!±±g.,  Pages  not  numbered.
4E±±±.,  Pages  not  numbered.
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Reid  reported  that:
Col.  Evins  according  to  a  previous  understanding
among  some  of  ua  introduced  the  subject  of  education
and  made  a  speech.     Speeches  were  also  made  by  Gen.
i§¥§§:¥§:#¥h;i:£§§!;§§isr::i;i§i;i;iife§§§::ged
Rev.  R®bert  Harden  Reid  chose  February  4,   1857,  .as
the  date  1.or  the  meeting  of  the  congregation  to  consider
the  maitter.    At  this  meeting  a  coRElttee  was  appointed  to
select  a  location  before  €he  subscrlptlon  papers  could be
presented  to  the  people.    tl'he  committee  consisted  of  Rev.
Robert  Harden  Reld,  Rev.  W.  Balrd,   and  E.  I..  Buist,   D.  D.
The  cormlttee  that  was  appointed  to  select  a  loca-
tion reported  that:
?g#i!:!f::i:::?!O:::i:::ti!:e:!!:m!!¥:;:!¥i:
::gm±C:#±:te86L?h::i:sd:::±8::.far£E::i:i::r#Sf££g;r
F¥§;#;§t#E¥::¥:H§§:§offj§§:{e:i:::£:¥:5§::§§¥:£::ar
i:;i:;6;Ei.:u#iiEjiui;iiuf;ii!aEiiiiii:;:;u¥ii-:i:ar
unanimously  decided  to  accept  the  offer  of
.  and  A.  W-.  Wakefleld.    On  the  first  Sabbath
decision  of  the  committee  I  gave  notice
e
Wakefleld
the  powder  or  sulfur  springs.    `1.he  committee  investi-
gated  each  of  the  preferred  locations.    With  great
::iffi:
€E:mc:€= z:::L±:  E:k:a ::5 :::Lsg¥:£E, 1:h:Eel v¥:¥:£t;e:2
5±±±g.,  Pages  not  numbered.
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:£: :::::t::bg::: :: ¥;::fi::d;so,:lg:Eu;?aH.Before
More  than  1.our  thousand  dollars  was  subscribed  at
the  I.irst  meeting.    A  daLy  or.  two  later  over  two  thousand
znore  dollars  was  subscribed.    1.he  goal  was  set  at  ten
thousand  dollars.    Over  the  weeks  that  followed  many
subscriptions  were  received  for  the  building  of  the  schools.
On  June  6,1857,  at  ifekefield's  Springs  six  hundred  and
ninety  dollars  was  subscribed,  giving  the  ten  thousand
dollars  needed  to  start  construction.    The  Walcefields
donated  one  thousand  dollars  in  cash  to  the  erection  of
the  schools.7    The  land  which  the  Wakefields  donated  to
the  comlttee  was  surveyed  by  James  K.  I)ickson  on  the
twentieth  day  of  June,  1857,  and  the  deed  to  the  land  that
the Wakeflelds  donated  pointed  out  the  fact  that  the  land
consisted  of  seventy-six  and  three  quarter  acres.8
A  building  cormletee  composed  of  J.  W.  miler,  S.  N.
Evins,   P.   a.   Beacham,   James  Anderson,   W.  M.   Hoy,   or  W.   M.
Kilgore,  J.  J.  miler,  David  Anderson,  arid  Rev.  Robert
Harden  Reid  was  appointed  at  the  meeting  to  petition  the
legislature  for  a  charter.    At  one  of  the  meetings  between
6E±±±.,   Pages  not  numbered.
7E±g g±=g_I__in_a  spartan,   April  16,   1857,   p.   2,   col.  6.
car:!±fad , °£e83nB:gfrs:i.?P3¥2¥STg Count"  south
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Juno  6,  1857,  and  June  21,  1857,  it  iiias,  after  some  discus-
slob,  agreed  that  the  schools  should  be  know as  the  Reldville
High  Schoo|si.9
The first  official minutes  of the board  of  trustees
are  recorded  under  the  date  of  June  21,   1857.    The  meeting
was  called  for  the  purpose  of  exaLmining  the  land  proposed
to  be  donated  for  school  utilization  by  J.  and  A.  W.  "alce-
fleld.    At  this  neetlng  Rev.  Robert  Harden  R®1d  was  elected
as  the  president  of  the  board.    Bth.  James  N.  Gaston,  at  this
meeting,  donated  land  which was  recorded  as  thirty-four  and
three  quarter  acres.L°    This  land  was  also  surveyed  by  James
K.  Dlckson  on  the  twentieth  day  of  June  1857.
After  the  boundary  lines  were  surveyed,  the  trustees
selected  a building  site  for  the  Female  High  School  on  a
high  spo€  1n  the  western  portion  of  the  school  land.    They
chose  a  site  for  the Male  High  School  on  the  eastern  por-
tion  of  the  land.1l
A  street  one  hundred  feet  wide  waLs  thensurveyed  by
Gdr.  ®1ckson.    The  street  was  a  straight  line  from  one
lnstltutlon  to  the  other  and  lt  was  named  Main  Street.    The
amount  of  school  land  north  of mln Street  did  not  afford
9Reld,  ep.  (§±±.,  Pages  not  numbered.
10Deed  of  Conveyence,  eB.  |§±±.,  p.  299.
IIThe  Records  of  the  Tr.ustees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schools,  p.  3.
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sufficient  background  for laying off desirable  lots.    After
many  surveys  it  was  determined  that  eleven  and  one half
acres  were  needed  ln  addltlon  to  the  land  that  had  been
donated.    This  laLnd  was  sold  to  the  board  for  ten  dollars
per  acre  by  lie.  James  N.  Gaston.
The  board  of  trustees  empowered  James  K.  Dlckson  to
survey a  s€reet  parallel  to Alaln  Street,  together with  cross
streets.    Bfr.  Dickson  surveyed  lotg  one  and  one  half  acres
eaLch,  which  were  sold  by  the  board.    The  money  was  used  for
the  schools.
A  comletee  iras  appointed  ln  June  1857  to  gather
information  as  to  the  cost,  durability,  and  sultablliey  so
that  the  board  could  make  definite  plans  for  the  construc-
tion  of  the  school  buildlng3.    The  board  decided  to  let  out
bids  to  the  public  for  the  congtructloti  of  the  school build-
ings  on  July  14,  1857.    At  the  board  meeting  of  July  14,
1857,  J.  Wckefleld  related  to  the  board  the  condlblons  under
which  the  land  was  donated  by  him  and  hl8  brother.    He  told
the  board  that  the  land  around  his  house  for  one  hundred
yards  ln  every  direction  had  to  be  left  out  of  the  lncorpora-
tlon  lf  at  anytlme  the  torn  received  a  charter.12   The
contract  for  the  tiro  schools  was  taken  by  J.  W.  miler,  S.
N.  Evins,  John  Stroble,  David  Anderson,  and  J.  A.  Anderson
at  eight  thousand  four  hundred  and  fifty dollars.L3    The
12RE.,  p.  7.
13ERE..  p.  41.
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contractors  were  to  be  paid  in  three  equaLl  payments,  with
the  understanding  that  the buildings  for  the Hale  and
Female  School  were  to  be  completed  by  the  first  of  July
1858.14    A  professor.a  house,  which  was  later  used  as  the
dormitory  for  the  girls'   school,  waLs  erected  ia  1858  at  a
cost  of  2,850  dollars,  and  a  principalls  house,  used  by
the  principal  of  the mle  High  School,  which  was  used  as
the  dormitory  for  the  boysl  school,  rae  also built  ln
1858  at  a  cost  of  I,134  dollars.15
11.      THE  CORNERSTONE  IS  LAID
The board  of  tmstees  exercised  its  power  rapidly
at  this  time  ln  the  development  of  the  schools.    Plans
were  made  to  have  the  cornerstone  for  the  Female  High
School  laid  on  October  1,[Tharsda.31857.,   A  letter  was
received  by  Spartan  I.odge  number  seventy,  A.  F.  M.,  from
a  committee  of  the board  of  trustees  requesting  that  the
Spartan  Iiodge  conduct  the  ceremony.    The  minutes  of  this
organization  referred  to  nReedsvllle[±]Hlgh  Schoo|W.16
Figure  2  shows  the  program  of  the  ceremonies  that
14ERE.,  p.  8.
15The  Records  of  the  Trustees  of  the  Reidville  High
schools, is. ife.
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Aftt.r the  atrove  proceedings, a, PIG-NIC  will  be served  by the  LrdieB.
FIGURE  2
A   COPY  0F   AN   ORIGINAL   PROGRAM  THAT   WAS  USED   AT   THE   CORNERSTONE
LATINO  OF  THE  REIDvlLLE  FEmE  HIGH  SCHOOL
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tr+aLnspired  the  day  that  the  cornerstone  iras  laid.    The
schools  were  progressing  very  well  in  the  publlc's  lmpres-
slon.    The  cornerstone  laying  was  good  news  for  the  county.
A  newspaper  reporting  on  the  activities  of  the  day  stated
that :
with  the  NaLzareth  Presbyterian  Church.    Beside  the
Etr-rfeE#:#:
:::elgyt#i?i:i3:
::grg£:;s?|7 Bul st.
EL¥5§sgAe::dwere€.¥!!E!:::i¥
Wri
Several  speeches
ght,  Thos.  0.  P.  Vernon,  ¥sq.,
And  a  programme  of  the  dayts
More  than  two  thousand  five  hundred  people  attended  the
picnic  thaLt  followed  the  exercises.
Ill.     THE  CHARTER
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Held  recorded  thae  a  committee
was  appointed  to  petition  the  General  Assembly  for  a
charter  for  the  schools.    The  commlteee  was  composed  of
J.  P.  miler,  David  Anderson,  Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid,
17IE±  Ear_o_1i_a_?_  Soartan,   October  8,   1857,   p.   2.
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and  ur.  Far.row.18    This  committee  was  appointed  from  the
Congr.egation  of  Nazareth  Presbyter.iaLn  Church.     The  chaLrter
was  granted  on  the  tventy-first  day  of  December,  1857.
The  ur.iter  hale  not  corrected  the  many  err.ore  in  the
capitali2iation  of  the  charter.    The  charter.  is  stated
at  this  point.
AN  ACT  TO  Incorporate  Trustees  of  the  Reidville
High  Schools.
i;g:£e£§¥£§s£§:::§±::;i::tis:i:£d#::::;le25S±£ie
¥i8±a£Ch£3L:aulTtT;hp:E±a!::n§°=:SiLng€d::3b±:±3%;es
States,  as  they  znay  deem  necessary  or  expedient  for
i!;::ilE:#!:!fi;¥igE:i;!!¥!i:i::::;yrmis;:!!;ior
Pinrodp::n€3:t::::€§a::Z;S:::£e°€u:±£e::r=3t±:n:iect
::h:EP:f±nf!c:::?:#£:;°=+::::::'f::S:a¥3t::£;o£:,
aLnd  that  they  be  capable  of  holding  and  managing  in
LEI;i:!!:i:ii!:ii;Ok::;;:iifi:!;!i;;i:;i:;!i::i;I
my  vest  in  them.
LBReid,  ±££.  £±±.,  Pages  not  numbered.
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11.    That  the  said  trustees  be  limited  to
i!i:;!i¥:n¥!i;fif;:::ii!!:ii:;!Iiifii:::Of
General  Assemb
as  the  Old  Sch:gi
commonly  known  and  denominated
General  Assembly, )  or  its
2:gr::;i::iii:;i:i::i:i;::i:!i;:!i!::i::;:!;::::y
Ill.    That  said  Trustees  be  divided  into  three
classes  of  ten  each;  the  original  members  of  the
first  of which classes  shall  serve  until  the  first
!¥iii:i:;!!ii;;i;::i3i!!i:i!;i!;i!!ig%:!;::i!i:;f
:;:!Ii:I;:3!:E3:i:n;i:i:!o:i::!!:::;:;:ic:i:::a
until  their  successors  shall  be  appointed  as
aforesaid;  and ,the  third  class  shall  serve  until
:a:I:h5:da;::¥::e:e::i:§6r:::±¥tL±h:h:::c::::i:Sops
:i:!!!::::::i!!:!!:ii;:n¥;:!¥ii::w¥;!i;:i;::::
vacancy  by  appointment,  and  the  new  incumbent
shaLll  serve  out  the  residue  of  the  time  for  which
#3:LEE:S:eg:e:ne,#t=:=eEL::es::v::a  been  substituted ,
the[¥6ii:*a:gs;:£:::st:o:::i€:::8:i:8o:::£::±°Sfastees,
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CliASS:-Gen.  J.  W.  ELller,   L.  F.
P.  Barry, #!::::nfroy,John  Anderson,
Rev.  Robert  H.  Rei
Rev.  John  Forrest,
Col.  James  Farr'ow.
.R£?;  E;b:itB#:SfarEiag; I
V.    That  not  less  than  seven  member.s  of  said
Board,  either  of  the  original  Trustees,  or  of
;::: :g:::::::o!!j !::;::;i;:3::i:;:¥;::3;:i:Lent
until  a  full  quorum  may  be  present.
VI.    That  the  said  Board  of  Trustees  have
power  to  award  diplomas,  or  other  distinctions,
to  such  pupils  as  may  be  graduated  in  their
Female  School.
3:r¥::::t;:i:::;::::, :5:h:::1E e c ::::::; :?df::::n
Mr.  Robert  Twhtty  and  W.  P.   Berry  both  were  removed
as  trustees  as  a  result  of  moving  out  of  the  state.    The
chaz`ter  was  accepted  by  the  board  with  the  above  removals.
Thomas  P.  Brockman  was  elected  to  I.eplace  Mr.  Twitty,
and  Dr.  J.  P.  Miller  was  elected  to  replace  Mr.  Barry.20
John  S.  Collins  was  elected  to  be  an  original  trustee,  but
he  was  left  off  the  charter from  an  oversight  in  the
Eg;i:p;;:i:;:u=§§e*ffie¥effiLgaE§±±na:h3:L£:tN::
20The  Recor.ds  of  the  Trustees  of  the  Reidville
High  Schools,   p.  23.
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drafting or printing.2l
The  charter  was  renewed  February  24,  1875,  and
was  again  renewed  in  perpetuity  on  the  twentieth  day  of
May,   1914,   by  D.  a.  Anderson,   J.  W.   Gaston,   Sr.,   and  T.  M.
Leonard.22    The  charter  thait  was  renewed  on  February  24,
1875,   expired  December  21,   1903.23     There  was  aL  period
of  eleven  year.s  that  the  trustees  did  not  have  a  charter..
IV.      THE  MAI,E   HIGH   SCH001,   IS   OPENED
The  board  of  trustees  decided  that  the  schools
should  be  conducted  on  a  self-sustaining  principle.    The
board  conferred  with  Mr.  Kennedy  of  Ander.son,   South
Carolina,  about  taking  charge  of  the  lthle  High  School.
It  was  understood  that  the  proper.ty  would  be  leased  to
him  for  one  year  with  the  option  that  the  lease  would
be  granted  again  if  the  board  so  voted.    Mr.  Kennedy  did
not  accept  the  boar.d's  offer.    Rev.  T.  E.  Davis  of
Rutherfordton,  Nor.th  Carolina,  was  offered  the  position
as  principal  of  the  Male  High  School,  and  he  accepted.
The  building  to  be  occupied  by  the  Male  High  School
was  not  completed  on  the  date  set  aside  for.  the  school
21ERE.,   p.   25.
22ERE.,   p.  319.
23RE.,  p.  318.
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to  Open.
The  first  session  of  this  new  institution  was
opened  in  the  old  schoolhouse  near  Anthony  Wakefield's
:#=::i:§her:£: ::wwg:±E:!:gf8:i::Xcg:s¥:t:£? e:t
was  removed  thither.
The  first  session  commenced  March  lst.     1858.
:::a::£°::o:8:n##:£±:±;:e!:£::S.  and the first
The  first  teacher  elected  by  the  trustees  as
E?±8:}P::dw:Sin::g:rT6fE€h:a¥::s3St::;h:ff8:£:::a.
E:g::js!:::;:EE:r;:1;i:;i;::3:eg:itig:e::h8::loch,
The  first  nine  pupils  of  the  Male  High  School  wer.e
Mary  A.  Ellis,  Samuel  Ellis,  OI.r  Miller,  Iiawr.ens  miler,
Sarah  Burns,  Mary  Burns,   T.  J.   Gaston,   Amzi  Gaston,   and
Thomas  Moore.25    Three  of  the  first  nine  pupils  were  girls,
since  the  building  for  the  Female  High  School  was  not
completed  for  the  1858  school  term.    Fourteen  girls
attended  the  Male  High  School  dur.ing  1858.     The  Male  High
School  had  two  sessions  of  five  months  each.    The  board
of  trustees  agreed  that  the  first  public  examination  for
the  Male  High  School  would  take  place  on  July  30,   1858.26
24Register  of  the  Reidville  Male  High  School,  p.  I.
25EE#.,  p.  2.
26The  Records  of  the  Trustees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schools,   p.  28.
Ou+
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Rushton  reported  that:
a:ei#!::i::fi:;::;:i!!:::bi:i:i:a:g:i!:i::g:::
people  went  to  listen  to  them  it  would  indicate
:±:i:::¥o:g:87have  Passed  Very  creditable
The  first  tuitional  charges  and  courses  offered
could  not  be  determined  by  the  writer.    The  first  tuition
and  subjects  were  recorded  for  the  school  year  of  1859.
The  rates  of  the  tuition  were  based  upon  a  term  of  five
months.    A  newspaper  advertisement  stated  that:
Rates  of  tuition,  per  terzn  of  five  months.
ELii§;i§iE¥i§:!a§§§i;i§§s§;i3£#!£:§i!:;i
_                                                                              _    .,    ,I               I,        _            ,_     ,           ,_                _          t           _    _              _   1        _                              JA        ,f_     L  ,_     _
###8?es
6.00.
.00.
6o#::g::: 3:g:e;e:I:::g::nofl%8?ematlc s
commq3:£tS:a:€±¥E6mf§5.88y:ot8L8:o8ase:nm:£:h.28
The  building  for  the  Male  High  School  was  made  of
bricks  that  were  made  on  the  ground  next  to  the  school.
It  is  reported  that  ''before  1840  the  framed  school  buildings
were  exceptional,  and  brick  school  buildings  were  exceptional
E#::i;:t§::i§;:i:::i§§§:g:i§¥§;;:::::c!i::|¥!:e§§:#£±::hed
28The
col, 7.  _Carolina Spartan,   December  16,   1858,   p.   2,
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at  anytime  before  the  Civil  War.'129    The  Reidville  Male
High  School  had  a  good  building  and  a  fine  instructor  when
it  opened  on  march  I,  1858.
V.      THE  FEMAliE   HIGH   SCHOOL   IS   OPENEI)
The  Reidville  FemaLle  High  School  opened  its  door
on  February  8,1859,  to  seventeen  young  ladies.    J.  H.
Carlisle  delivered  an  inaugural  address  at  the  opening  of
the  Female  High  School  in  which  he  said:
Gentlemen  of  the  Board  of  Trustees,  friends
and  paLtron8  of  this  enterprise,  do  you  wish  this
to  be  a  good  school?    The  pains  you  halve  taken,
the  expense  you  halve  incurred,  the  teachers  you
9oindicate  and  warrant  that  highhave  selecteexpectation.
The  school  did  open  with  high  expectati.on,  and  at
the  close  of  the  school  term  the  enrollment  bald  reached
fifty-two.    All  of  the  young  ladies  were  from South  Carolina.
Only  one  female  student  who  attended  the  Male  High  School
the  previous  school  year,  when  the  Bfale  High  School  accepted
female  students,  enrolled  in  the  first  class  of  the  Female
High  School.    Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid  was  the  first  pr.incipal
ffiltife::Sk#:¥tfr#¥::;S:;a#;ng:i;::§=oFro#£paltan.
gffi±:¥:ifeLi 8:£in#; : 1£:. !taffih#gfaoEan„
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of  the  Female  High  School.
The  boarding  house  for  girls  was  completed  by  that
time.    The  board  of  trustees  conferred  with  Dth8.  Sarah  E.
Stone  concerning  keeping  the  house  and  she  accepted.    A
fee  of  ten  dollars  was  charged  to  board  on  the  canpu3  with
Mhs.  Stone  in  tbe  boarding  house.31    The  first  factilty
congigeed  of  Dr.  John  C.  Oeland,  ir.  Dennie,  Mine.  Sarah
li.  Butler,  and Rev.  Robert  Harden Reid.    The  first  tuition
rates  were:
OENARERTAL  ERTRAS-  Music
Modern  IIanguage  per  session tit
er  session  S16.00.
10.00.    Painting,
:i:E[::n¥§¥:i:§E6.88:Fu¥:tofansL:::W$3:60.
The  above  rates  were  based  on  ai  five  month  session.
The  Female  High  School  had  a  good  beginning  with  a  well-
qualified  carp  of  exceptional  teachers  and  a  good  Student
body.    The  school  was  one'  ®f  the  many  growing  private  high
schools  ln  the  state  dqu|ng  that  period  of history.
31!Eg  Carolina  Spartan,  Decehber  16,  1858,  p.  2,   col.  7.
32Ibid,
FIGURE  4
THE  ORIGINAli  REIDVILLE  FEMALE  HIGH   SCHOOI.
CHAPTER  VI
REIDVII.LEIS  PRIVA"  HIGH  SCH00Iis,   1860-71
Hardly  had  the  two  schools  become  established  before
the  war  drums  were  beating  a  summons  €o  southern  men  and
boys  in  defense  of  their  homes.    Many  of  the  maLle  instructors
at  the  Reidville  Female  High  School  and  the  Reidville  lthle
High  School  were  called  into  service,  but  as  they  left  one
by  one,  older  men  were  found  to  take  their  plaLces.    The
schools  never  closed  their  doors  during  the  Civil  War.1
The  trustees  realized  that  in  the  interest  of  the  future,
the  work  of  educating  the  young  people  must  go  on.    Very  few
schools  and  colleges  in  South  Carolina  continued  to  function
without  interruption  in  that  period,  so  the  Reidville
Schools  must  have  been  conducted  in  strict  econony  in  order
that  the  pupils  might  attend  school  in  thaLt  time  of
financial  stress.
I.     PRE-evAR  yEARs
The  tr`isteeg  were  called  together  on  June  I,  1859,
for  the  purpose  of  adopting  a  code  of  rules  for  the  Male
High  School.    The  following  mles  were  adopted:
LThe  Records  of  the  Tmstees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schools,  pp.  82-83.
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The  principal  aLnd  other  teacher.s  must  be
promptly  obeyed,  and  treaLted  with  respect.
33E:I::i:::::;:::a:::g:::i:!;:!!:O:?a:i:,::i::I,
::e:::; 8::gi::8 ::;:::I::st:: :::g, tg::6,:Ot::::
names  shall  be  enrolled  as  scholars.
Students  shall  be  punctual  to  the  hours  of  study,
and  shall  not  leave  the  school  grounds  during
intermission  or  study  hours,  without  leave  of  the
principal.
Each  student  when  absent  from  school  or
€:C:i:t±=:ic:5:i:  give  the  reason  for  his  absence
The  students  ln  their  intercourse  with  each
other,  aLnd  with  the  citizens,  are  required  to
conduct  themselves  res
&derlined  in the
aErin the  origin
ectfull at courteously
Every  student  shall  attend  religious  set.vice
in  the  chapel  of  the  Female  building,  op  some
church  in  the  neighborhood  regularly  every  Sabbath.
Every  student  is  expected  to  engage  ln  the
of  his  disapproval.
tudent  ls  reenteFt uil'ed
d  in  the  origina
G£derllned  ln  thehffiithe  pT_9_P=e±and  to  conduct
rvice  with  proper decorum.
No  student  of  this  school  shall  visit  the
Female  School  building,  or  enter  its  enclosures
without  the  knowledge  aLnd  permission  of  one  of
iii;!ii3!!!i;i:i;!i!e:;:!i;:3!i;i!:i!!i;i;i:i;:::ic
meeting  which  is  open  to  the  citizens.
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ii!i!¥:!i;¥i:!i;;;i;!!!;i;!!!i:;i;::i:;i;!¥::
No  student  shaLll  keep  about  his  person  or  in
3:£e:o:gfc:aE:F:e:3::: , o:i:Ea£: 3::t3:6f=ea3¥
:;::::f:::::::!h!E::::::a::a!:I::::;y:::;£:::ing
liquors.
abu::e::a::a::yb:fn:h8ag3:i:gis?i8hting or personal
Punishments  -  Corporal  punishment  to  be
i¥:i!!i::i:::#±!!:ii;:¥li:ii:::i:!i!;ii;i::nj:
On  the  same  day  the  rules  were  adopted  the  boaLrd
of  trustees  visited  the  lfale  High  School  and  the  rules
were  read  to  the  pupils.
During  the  school  year  of  1860  the  Male  High  School
had  an  enrollment  of  twenty-one,  while  the  Female  High
School  had  fifty-six  students  enrolled.    The  schools  were
progressing  at  a  rapid  raLte,  considering  the  situation  of
the  South  at  the  time.
On  February  16,  1860,  the  board  of  trustees  received
a  bell  from  Armistead  Burt  of  Abbeville  District.3    The  bell
2RE.,  pp.  44-47.
3ERE.,  p.  59.
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was  used  for  the  purpose  of  opening  and  dismissing  school.
The  bell  was  cast  in  1859  by  Naylor  Vickers  and  Company  of
Sheffield,  England,  and  shipped  to  this  countr.y.    J.  W.
Gaston,  Sr.  stated,  "that  bell  had  the  sweetest  tone  of
any  that  ever  rang,  and  you  could  hear  it  at  my  house  six
miles  away  on  Ferguson  Creek."4    The  bell  is  a  legend
tithln  itself .    Rushton  reported  that:
A  bell  worth  $60.00  res  given  to  the  schools  by
E::6 i.h::dio£: £::=V£±±:hD:::r:::thss¥;?o8a:::1na.
§±:::i:g:  §:::£L8a:gL#;.ghomas  cower  of  Greenvi||e
The  first  commencement  for  the  Female  High  School
was  held  on  June  27,  1860.    The  annual  oration  was  given
by  Rev.  T.  S.  Arthur.  of  Greenville,   South  CaLrolina.    Misses
Rush  and  Wakefield  received  diplomas  from  Rev.  Robert
Harden  Reid.6
The  Reidville  Male  High  School  register  contained
the  following  statement:
The  regulaLr  session  Of  this  Institution  began
on  Tuesday  -February  5th.,  1861,  under  the
supervision  of  its  associate  principals  T.  C.
interv±Lg:a£:::=3eEy2#.I;6L¥.  Gaseon,  Sr. ,  personal
h spar:J=8#: §#;rp::::t::' i#T3: ?SX;:SEE:a:d°fa#::?:ion
thesis,  University  of  South  CarolinaL,  Columbia,1928),  p.  46.
6ETI±s _e£_I9±i__a__a__  spartan,   July  5,   1860,   p.   2.   col.   5-6.
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FIGURE   5
THE   SCHOOI.   BEI,I;   TinT   HUNG   IN   THE   BELI,   TOwER
OF  .THE  REIDVILLE  FEMAI,E  HIGH   SCHOOL
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Duncan  and  I.  I"  Capers.    In  addition  to  ehe
regular  academic  instruction,  daily military
:=e!:1£:Sc:;:=s:Ptroduced'  under  the  superintendence
The  exercises,  under  the  supervision  of  the  school,  lasted
only  one  yeaLr.    I.  C.  Dunean  was  a  graduate  of  Wofford
College.    He  accepted  the  position  as  principaLl  of  the  Male
High  School  with  the  understanding  that  an  associate  be
aLppointed  on  terms  equal  eo  his  and  that  the  school  would  be
turned  ineo  a  military  school.    A  serious  discussion  among
the  board  members  aLrose  oqt  of  the  situa€ion.    Rev.  Robert
Harderi  Reid  seated  that  Wthe  original  intention  was  to
keep  a  minister  connected  with  the  school.n8    He  thought
the  board  was  not  prepared  ¢o  take  up  the  question  of
electing Otr.  Duncan.    The  altuation  iras  very  serious  a3
detested  to  by  ehe  statement  recorded  by  the  secretary  of
the  board  ln  the  minutes,  which  stated  that:
lfr.  Held  alluded  eo  the  unsocial  state  of  the
:;¥::!ii.G¥:e;:§!::::af¥§:i:§§§:;=dt:h:i:.;:rt±es
The  situaeion  was  cleared  up  aLnd  the  board  elected  Oth.
Duncan  and  fty.  Capers  as  co-principals.
7Regiscer  of  the  Reidville  Male  High  School,  pp.12-13.
8The  Records  of  the  Trustees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schoois.  p.  68.
9ERE.,  pp.  68-69.
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In  the  stLmer  of  1862  war  clouds  were  getting  very
close.    The  board  thought  about  suspending  the  Female  High
School.    One  week  after  a  colnd.ttee  was  appointed  to  exaLmine
the  possibility  of  closing  the  school,  the  committee  reported:
...that  they  had  duly  considered  the
subject  in  all  its  bearing  and  are  of  the
38±::i:t::::u: ::S!::8±:€e::s:?£oschool would
11.      THE  DREARY  WAR   YEARS
During  the  summer  ®f  1863  the  rates  of  tuitions  in
the  schools  were  not  meeting  the  demands  to  compensate  the
teachers  and  to  pay  the  cost  of  boarding  the  students.    The
war  prices  were  in  evidence  in  the  South.    A  tuitional  scale
was  made  out  for  the  REale  and  the  Female  High  Schools  that
was  fifty  per  cent  above  the  old  prices.    The  tuition  for
music  was  raised  from  sixteen  dollars  to  twenty-five  dollars.LL
Eompare  this  with footnote  thirty-two  in  chapter E .
In  September.  of  1863  the  board  of  trustees  set  up  a
project  to  raLise  fifty  t:r.`ousand  dollars,  which  was  Co  be
used  to  educate  the  poor,  and  those  that  had  been  disabled
by  the  war  or  the  children  Of  such,  and  irar  orphans.    The
money  was  to  be  received  by  subscriptions.    The  unsettled
currency  problem waLs  evident  to  all  concerned,  but  the
project  was  continued.
loire.,  pp.  82-83.
||ERE.,  p.  86.
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Information  regarding  the  operation  of  the  Female
High  School  during  the  years  of  1864  and  1865  was  not
recorded.    The  Male  High  School  had  twenty-six  students
for  the  first  session  in  1864,  and  twenty-seven  students
in  1865.    The  trustees  did  not  record  any  minutes  during
the  period  between  June  29,   1864,   and  June  26,   1867.
It  hag  been  stated  that  the  schools  did  not  close
during  the  Civil  War.    In  the  early  spring  of  1865,  Reldville
had  its  only  encounter  with  the  Union  Forces.    Rober.t  H.
Reid  in  an  interview  gave  an  account  of  whaLt  haLppened  the
day  that  the  forces  came  to  the  little  village.    He  related
the  happenings  as  they  were  told  to  him  by  his  graLndfather,
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid,  the  founder  of  the  schools.
fir::d£:::et:3:istfge s::t:nR£:£:S±±:: ::8 :3:
yellow  homeplace.    Colonel  Palmer  was  greeted
:¥a:Efg:a:¥£:S=::dR8:i::e¥a5:i:e:e:£d a:8  staff
into  the  house  for  lunch.    The  enlisted men  ate
their  lunch  on  the  grounds  aLnd  the  piazzas.  After
a  pleasant  noon-day  meal,   GraLndfather  Reid  rode  with
the  troops  around  Reidville.    Some  of  the  enlisted
:::Fns::gs::ne3:e:h!:ed:;?a5:tH!gfo::fo3:im::ich
ordered  them  away.    Not  a  single  thing  was  disturbed
i:1::::g:i:i::g::::i::::ia#i::::#?:::t::::n
:rd:::Sag3L::::  :::;:l2bade  Grandfather Reid
intervi:::ts::::3:rb¥i¥ig§£?ere  H.  Held,  personal
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The  First  Brigade  of  the  15th.  Pennsylvania  Cavalry
Division  was  commanded  by  Colonel  William  J.  Palmer,   aLnd
the  division  was  commanded  by  General  George  Stoneman.    This
sane  Colonel  Palmer  is  credited  with  cutting  Jefferson  Davis
off  from mssissippi  and  forcing  him  eastward,  making  his
Capture  inevitable.13
Ill.     PROGRESS  AGAIN
The  years  after  1865  were  growing  yeal`s.    The  two
institutions  gained  in  their  enrollment.    During the  school
year  ®f  1871  there  were  forty-seven  boys  enl.oiled  in  the
Male  High\ School,  while  in  the  Female  School  there  were
fifty-two  young  ladies  enrolled.    On  June  23,  1871,  the
board  of  trustees  voted  to  change  the  school  year  in  the
Male  and  Female  Schools.    This  resulted  in  no  vacation  for
that  year.    The  first  session  after that  time  was  to  close
dn  the  last  day  of  June,  aLnd  tbe  second  session  was  to
commence  imniediately  at  the  close  of  the  first  session  and
to  close  the  last  day  of  November.    This  arrangement  resulted
ih  the  vacation  coming  in  the  winter.14
Jane a  N:3E::£:g%:  S::Ee£¥:g::¥= , oap:3:_a_#:±eE6u:;:a;:s:_r£:s±onaL
omttox,  Virginia,  march  29±  1962;  Charles
ELRE ;ie:`i;-iiii;;i't£ Penns 1vania
Historical  Park,  Ap
H.  Kirk  (ed.,   eomp.
Cavalry'  IVolunteer (FEiREe  p  ia:  n.I
L4The  Records  of  the  T"stees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schools,   p.  123.
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The  enrollment  of  the  schools  greatly  increased  during  1871
and  1872.    During  the  year  1872  the  female  depaLrtment  had  an
enrollment  of  one  hundred  and  five,  while  the  boys'   school
had  an  enrollment  of  fifty  stu.dents.
The  Female  School  was  called  Reidville  Female  College
in  1871.    The  reason for  calling  it  a  college  is  still  a
nystery.  to  the  writer.    More  courses  were  offer.ed  to  the
students  during  that  year.    The  last  four years  of  schooling
were  broken  down  into  freshmen,   sophomore,   junior,   and
senior  year.a.    The  other  years  of  the  school  were  divided
into  the  primary  and  intermediate  departments.    The  school
was  referred  to  as  a  college  until  1902,  at  which  time  the
name  of  the  institution  vas  referred  Co  as  Reidville  High
School  for  Girls.
The  only  description  of  the  college  is  r`ecorded  ln  the
trustees  minutes  which  stated  that:
tak:h3|::::£e°fnt=;:::; :£a:h:h:::d¥::::eH58±L:::°°1S
tion.    The  corps
a  complete.    They:§::a:h:=:SE::°¥£ea£:xhthe;:::
£::;i##:
are  superior in intellectual
and  refinement.    Maj.  I.eland
intellectual  qualifications for
i::a:I:e£:1ture
ies,  and
::iigse33c:!gr?os5::ogo:::ee:Ee:!:3;ecg:e:3n!g:::3d
gl::ig:i;:fi::!!::;!ii:bjiii;;gi!::!i::!i;ii:ufi:n,
€:¥=±:a::i?heri  Who  boards  with  them  in  the  same
L5RE.,  pp.154-155.
CHAPTER  VII
PROGRESS   ANI)   HEARTACHES
From  1871  until  1900  the  schools  were  unstable.    They
had  their years  Of  glory  and  their  clouds  of  despair.    They
had  internal  as  well  as  external  difflcultles.    The burniBg
of  the  mle  High  School  during  that  period  added  to  their
hardships .
I.      THE   SCHOOIIS   CONTINIEI}  TO   GROW
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid  ln  an  address  at  Bullocks
Creek  ln  1872  said:
The  lnBtltutions  received  a  bapeisD`.of  blood  at
their birth.   Three  of  the  first  teachers were  soon
::::g::,::::g:=tH:s!:::1;:i:;:g:i#a¥l::i:::i:::e
g:r8¥i:ira:.g:: as  many  from  the  lower\ ,countiesThey  have  done  noble  work  ln  the
::::;e:::i::::i:;::g:!:!ki::i:i:i::rI::;::::I:E£:;a
were  founded  by  farmers  aad  have  been  chiefly  sths-
;:§§§:;::;¥mfiav:h:Bi¥::: f:#£efn±gh:i:ego:Bfrmed
After  the  war  these  bw®  Schools  coneintLed  to  grow
despite  trying  conditions.    Dr.  H.  8.  Stemart,  who  entered  the
=: :;:::::8fft¥gt::t:a:' wfiRErg¥:ffi;n§p#:::u:§4gt:tp:fL§3:
2££
08I.am
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MaLle  High  School  in  1873,   gave  the  following  account  as
recorded  in  a  local  newspaper.    The  paper  reported  .that
Dr.  Stewart  stated  that:
f;f#:i:i:!8igii;:::i:;i;;:ig;g!:ii:,:![:::ne
and  vegetables  were  put.chased  from  near-by
farmers  and  labor  was  cheap,  consequently  the
running  expenses  of  tbe  soho
than  they  would  be  today E93
were  much  less
...a  kerosene  lamp  was  considered  an  extravagant
modern  convenience ....
The  schools  opened  at  8  o'clock  in  the  morning
§§:n!:i:i;. unfa5:t 1:±et£:t:€::;¥igw::: £n:o¥: :£:
The  tuition  for  the  Male  High  School  in  1870  was
reported  to  be  ten  dollars  for  the  primary  division,  nineteen
dollars  for  the  higher branches,  and  the  contingent  fee  was
one  dollar.3    These  prices  were  based  upon  a  five  month  session.
The  tuition  at  the  female  institution  was  reported  to  be  eight
dollars  for  the  primary  department,  twelve  for.  the  intermediate
department  and  eighteen  dollars  for  the  collegiate  department.4
August  7,   193 Eouthcarolin]aE8REJL2EEife.
3EE± Carolina  Spartan,  February  17,  1870.
4Ibid.
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Yes,   the  schools  were  ln  a  growing  stage.    The  Female
School  had  an  enrollment  of  one  hundred  and  eighteen  in
1873.     The  Female  School  was  growing  rapidly.    The  school's
facilities  were  also  growing.    A  debating  society  was
organized  in  1870.    It  was  called  the  HaLmpton  Literary
Society  and  it  was  ''...a  valuable  auxiliary  in  the  work  of
education  and  discipline.    Its  library,  though  small,
contains  some  valuable  works."5    The  writer  has  in  his
possession  some  old  books  that  have  the  Hampton  IIiterary
Society's  stamp  in  them.    He  also  has  other  old  books  that
were  in  the  libral.ies  of  the  two  schools,  which  bear  the
stamp  of  the  Flofide  Calhoun  Literary  Society  and  the
Enterpean  Society,  but  he  was  unable  to  locate  information
about  the  two  organizations.
11.      THE   GI.OORE  FUTURE  IN   THE  mKING
Rev.  Rober't  Harden  Reid  in  1872  stated  that  the
schools  were  well  officered.    Internal  difficulties  were
ln  the  process  of  developing  in  the  Female  School  as  reported
in  the  board  minutes  which  stated,   "the  pr.esident  of  tbe
board  made  a  statement  of  fact  as  to  the  management  of  the
female  department  under  the  care  of  Rev.  T.  in.  White  for
5Catalog  of  Beidville  Male  High  School,   1872.
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the  past  year .... w6
A  committee  was  appointed  to  confer  wlbh  Rev.  Ithite
in  regard  to  his  management  of  the  school  aLnd  selection  of
the  teachers.    The  comlnittee  was  granted  discl'etionary
power  to  extend  to  Rev.  White  the  ninety  days  notice  by
the  first  of  April  in  1873.7
During  Rev.  White's  aLdministration  the  school  was
in  financial  difficulties  fr.om bad  times.    The  school's
enrollment  dropped  considerably  because  of  high  prices.
In  the  school  year  of  1872  one  hundr.ed  and  sixty-five  dollars
covered  all  of  the  expenses  of  the  Female  School  for  ten
calendar  months.    Of  the  one  hundred  and  sixty-five  dollar.s,
one  hundred  and  twenty-five  was  for  board.    If  a  girl  wanted
t®  take  music,   she  haLd  to  pay  an  extra  forty  dollars.8    So,
under  Rev.  Whitels  administr.ation  in  1872,  a  boarding  student
who  wanted  to  take  music  had  to  pay  two  hundred  and  five
dollars  for  the  school  year  of ten  months.    Indeed,  prices
were  high  and  the  enrollment  did  drop.
The  trustees  recognized  the  financial  problems  that
Rev.  White  was  having  in  the  school.    Ma.ny  individuals  helped
in  any  way  that  they  could  to  keep  the  school  going.    A
valuable  cabinet  of  minerals,  gathered  with  great  care  by
7EEi§.
8g±§ g±=g±±±±  Soartan,  January  18,  1872.  p.  2,   col.  i.
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the  late  Dr.  John  C.  Oeland,  was  donated  to  the  school
during  the  year  1873.9
Rev.  White  resigned  in  1873  and  a  petition  was  signed
by  some  members  of  the  trustees  and  some  citizens  to  reconsider
the  vote  of  the  board  to  accept  Rev.  Whitel8  I`esignation
from  the  Female  School,  and  to  reinstate  him  to  his  former
position.    The  board  did  not  consider  reinstating  Rev.
Thite.1°    John  A.  I.eland  was  elected  to  fill  the  position
of  Rev.  White  in  the  Female  School,   and  Rev.  Th7hite  placed  his
application  along  with  that  of  Mr.  Leland.    The  Female
School  was  not  in  a  favorable  condition  when  Rev.  White  left,
and  the  Situation  did  not  improve  under  the  administratio.n
of  ur.  Leland.    In  the  mirmtes  of  November  24,  1874,   it  was
stated:
...in  view  of  our  depression  and  the  gloomy
forebodings  we  have  of  the  future  prospects  of  our
::¥;:;s8§:!§::i::::::§£L:§§;i::i:L¥§¥b¥:::ings
The  board  was  deep  in  debt  at  this  time.    They  sold
many  lots  that  they  omed  to  help  keep  the  schools  in  session.
They negotiated  with  the  trustees  of  the  Peabody fund  for  a
shat;e  of  the  fund  to  use  in  the  primary  department  of  the
9E±±g.,   January  16,1873.  p.  2,   col.  4.
L°The  Records  of  the  Trustees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schools,  pp.  140-141.
llERE.,  p.153.
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Female  School.12
The  writer  interviewed  one  individual  who  stated  that
the  main  trouble  with  Rev.  White  was  that  he  did  not  give  in
to  Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid.    The  person  interviewed  would  nat
grant  permission  to  be  quoted  by  name,  because  of  personal
ties  in  the  comminity.    The  same  person  in  the  interview  stated
that  there  was  professional  prejudice  between  Rev.  Robert
Harden  Reid and  Rev.  White.    They  did  not  think  alike
on  many  points.    Even  though  this  person  did  not  grant
permission  to  quote  him,  it  is  knorm  that  the  individual  is
very  honest  and  that  he  does  not  have  any  pl.ejudices  aLgainst
the  laLte  Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid.
The  tyfale  High  School  was  in  a  state  of  growth  in  the
early  eighteen  seventies  under  W.  C.  Klrkland.    Samuel  S.
Burton  was  principal  in  1873.    In  1874  Robert  P.  Smith  was
appointed  the  principal  of  the  MaLle  High  School.    Mr.   Smith
was  a  son-in-law  of  Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid.
The  board  of  trustees  could  not  agree  upon  a  successor
to  Bth.  Leland  when  he  resigned  in  1875.    It  was  ordered  ''...
that  the  tz'ustees  "n  the  Female  College  f or  the  first  session
of  1876 .... nl3    Appendix  D,  page  112,   indicates  the  committee
members  that  ran  the  school.    The  Female  School  was  at  its
12EEE.,  p.  155.
L3ERE.,   p.159.
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lowest  ebb,  and  the  Male  High  School  was  not  stable  either.
A  committee  from  the  boa.rd  had  been  in  charge  of  the  Female
College  for  the  first  half  of  the  year  in  1876.    The  board
of  trustees  elected  Robert  P.  Smith  to  take  over  for  the
second  session  of  1876.    Robert  P.  Smith  recor.ded  the
following  statement  ifl  the  register  of  the  Female  High  School:
Robert  P.  Smith  took  charge  of  the  college  Aug.  6th.,
1876.    At  this  time  the  state  is  in  great  political
excitement.     Gen.  Wade  Hampton  is  the  Democratic
££3::g3:e±£o:au¥:€±o:¥e£;:g:e]a£:v:a¥:3gdL:::±e
¥!;::::i::iii::i:::::::3;::tgi;::6:i3::i::;:#:ss
of  him.    I  now  take  up  the  work  by  teaching j±  part
E:::a:E6ar:e:info::r:h:::fi-een-(-13)pupils,but
The  enrollment  dropped  from  one  hundred  and  eighteen
of  a j±Lession  not  finished  by  ny.pr?decessor
in  1873  to  thirteen  in  three  years.
Ill.      VARIABLE   GRORTH   OF   BOTH   SCHOOLS
ohn  A.
Robert  P.  Smith  requested  the  board  to  lease  the
Female  College  and  facilities  to  him for  a  period  of  ten
yeaLrs.    The  board  granted  the  request  at  a  meeting  on
December  16,   1876.15    Robert  P.  Smith  had  definite  plans
to  improve  the  school.    During  the  first  year  as  principal
14.Register  of  the  Reidville  Female  High  School,  p.  129.
15The  Records  of  the  T"stees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schools,   p.   163.
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of  the  Female  College,  the  enrollment  increased  to  sixty-
eight.    In  the  same  period  of  time  the  Male  High  School  was
also  adding  to  its  enrollment.
The  principals  for both  schools  petitioned  the  board
of  trustees  in  1877  to  change  the  time  of  commencement  to
June  and  have  the  vacation  in  the  summer  months.    The  board
gr.anted  the  petition  of  the  principaLls.    The  schools.
starting  time  was  chaLnged  from  February  of  each  year  to
September.    Robert  P.  Smith  had  the  Female  College  on  its
feet  once  again.    The  school  had  excellent  staLffs  during
his  administration,  and  it  offered  a variety  of  subjects.
The  following  is  a  copy  of  a  monthly  report  card  used  in
March  1878  while  Robert  P.  Smith  was  principaLl.
Latin
Greek
French
Moral  Philosophy
Mental  Philosophy
I.08ic
g:!::::tf:narmer
:if!::gip
fur:#ng Instrumental
Music  -  Vocal
loo  hl
Below 8best  grade0  deficient
Demerits
16Monthly  Report  of  Rosa  Grisham,
Mineralogy
Geology
Natural  Philosophy
8£:#;§:Hy  and  Hygiene
Astronomy
Triginometry
Geometry
A18ebl.a
Arithmetic
History
Z00108y
Dfap  DI.awing
E:¥3::g:n:f christianity
E::E ::8::16
March  1878.  Report
8£:dj=:::r±3o;.i:dR;i:v:5:3eF3=::eta:I::i:£n:i ::pg:i a:;I:r:£±gfnt.
was  on  display  at  NazaLreth  Presbyterian  Church  in  the  spring
of  1962.    Rosa  Grisham  is  still  living.
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In  1880  Benjamin  Palmer  Held  was  elected  to  fill  a
vacancy  that  had  occurr.ed  in  the  Male  High  School  by  the
resignation  of  S.  R.  Heel.    MI..  Benjamin  Palmer  Reid
graduated  from  I)avidson  College,  where  he  was  an  excellent
student.
On  June  14,   1881,  W.  a.  Wilson  of  Yorkville,   South
Carolina,  deliver.ed  the  annual  commencement  address  at  the
Reidville  Female  College.    He  wrote  a  letter  to  the  editor
of  the  Yorkville  newspaper  ln  which  he  stated:
Mr.  Editor:  In  the  most  flourshing  attractive
and  fertile  position  of  the  county  of  Spartanburg,
g±:3::e: €£g B::::i£€i?hfe£±:;;±n=dRa:I::asiL±:ge
of Reidville.
Here  are  two  well  conducted  and  successful
institutions  -  a  Female  College  and  a  Male  High
g:E33::io:::e E!:syi¥vgl;r:i:::g:x!:s::uE; any
devoted  to  education,  virtue  and  all  good
influences,  and  the  parents  who  send  a  son  or
g£:gh:::yt3iE: i:::et::u?:::fitm:¥ i::i-:::::ed
€38§:t:::i:I? :i::ang¥±g±::8r::±±£:£± ggi3::ces
which  such  a  community  is  sul`e  to  exert.    The
8:a§;irg::bE::P:£da#e±:::::?tis:St::: So::E°r
Carolinian  can  attend  a  college  commencement
there  and not  feel  gratified.    It  is  a pleasure
and  privilege  to  be  present.    I  iArrite  from
personal  observation.    The  board  of  trustees
is  composed  of  prominent  gentlemen  and  as  an
evidence  of  their  deep  interest  in  the  cause
:;s§i::i:i::::§!::;n£#r§:;::i:8!§!§:::!y:±dthe
poor,"  to  be  called  the  "Evins  Memorial  Fund,''
in  honor  of  Col.  S.  N.  Evins,  a  former  trustee,
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8:£g:::a?±Sher  of  our  present  member  of
S.  N.  Evins  was  one  of  the  charter  members  of  the
board  of  trustees  of  the  schools.    The  fund  was  planned
during  aL  board  meeting  on  June  13,   1881,  for  both  sexes.
The  method  of  collecting  the  money  was  by  subscriptions
but  more  especially  from  legacies.18    The  fund  that  had
been  raised  in  1863  waLs  lost  as  the  result  of  the  Civil
War.    Ther.e  was  an  earnest  desir.e  to  rebuild  a  fund  to
help  needy  pupils.
8.  P.  Reid  and  J.  T.  Roberts  were  co-principals
of  the  Male  High  School  from  1881  to  1883.    The  enrollment
reached  fifty-one  in  the  second  session  of  1883  under
their  leadership.    The  enrollment  in  the  Female  College
res  up  one  year  and  down  the  next.
In  a  catalog  of  the  Reidville  Female  College  for
the  year  1883  it  is  recorded  that  uniforms  had  to  be  worm
by  the  young  ladies  that  boarded  at  the  school.    The
uniforms  were  worm  for  chur.ch,   Sabbath  school  and  other
public  occasions.    The  girls  had  to  buy  the  uniforms,
and  they  sold  for fifteen  dollars  and  fifty  cents.19    In
Eta ±±±.FY::E::il:9P§3::a 8:r:£¥iEW.E:6u#:::n}Ly 2 , i88i.
LBThe  Records  of  the  Trustees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schools,   pp. I 186-194.
L9Cata|og  of  Reidville  Female  College,   1883,   P.  7.
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1884  the  same  uniforms  sold  for  sixteen  dollars.    A  young
lady  could  have  her  washing  done  for  one  dollar  and  a
quarter  per  month  by  a  local  individuaL1.20    The  writer
was  unable  to  locate  any  reference  to  uniforms  other  than
the  two  years  just  reported.    Harris  reported,   ''The
boarding  students  at  Claremont  wer.e  required  to  wear.  a
uniform  to  church  and  other  public  places.n2l    Russell
also  reported  that  the  young  ladies  at  Louisburg  College
were  required  to  wear  a  uniform,   t'...to  promote  economy
and  to  avoid  rivalry  in  dress."22    Isaacs  also  reported
that  the  girls  at  Elise  Academy  bald  to  wear  a  uniform.
One  of  the  reaLsons  that  he  gave  was  that,   ''...a  group  of
girls  all  dressed  alike  looked  better  as  well  as  felt
better.n23    It  is  not  known  how many  years  the  young
ladies  aLt  the  Reidville  Female  College  were  required  eo
wear  uniforms.    They  did  not  have  to  wear  them  from  1888
2°ERE.,1884.
21Janes  Braxton  Harris,   IIA  History  of  Claremont
8:::£g::  6g±E:=::sB:gn¥s£:::a 8:::::ia?pE;;8j?i;? §i:te
±3:Z;:;;g::i!:::ji::i:i:fa:;§E¥:::i::::;:i;;i;:i:a§;:::i:'
( unpub:i:±3¥dis;t ::?:C:ie::::  #±;:::8h2:nE5±::eAa:::#g:a
College,   Boone,   North  Carolina,1951),  p.  40.
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until  the  school  closed.24
The  lfale  High  School  haLd  an  enrollment  of  fifty-
nine  at  the  close  of  the  school  term  in  1884.    Thr'ee  teachel-s
were  hired  for  the  school  as  a  result  of  the  increase  in
the  number  of  students.    The  text  books  that  were  used  for
the  year  1884  was  reported  to  be:
Writing  -
a::::::8-
E::i::;h:
Gaskell  ggEp_e_n=d±]±p  -daily  practice.
-Swinton's
incott 'SREis,
fii:i3Era±i±
:,i,i:i:: #
Davidson's
-Groesbeck's
P-hyslcs-  .
IV.
United  States  andEEF-qa-.
86_ok .
i£  Physics
THE  MALE   HIGH   scHool,   HAS   PROBLm¢S
Reidville  has  always  had  some  type  of  a  baseball  team.
Baseball  was  the  most  popular  game  played  at  the  Male  High
School  by  the  older  boys.    Many  of  the  boys  I.eceived  financial
assistance  at  college  by  participating  in  baseball  on  the
varsity  team.
L.  N.  Kennedy  was  the  assiscaLnt  principal  to  J.  W.
Reid  in  the  Male  High  School  in  1884  through  part  of  1885.
Mr.  Kennedy  liked  baseball  very  much.    Mr.  Robert  lthite
Gaston,  a  pupil  in  the  Male  High  School  in  1885,  related  that
24Statement  by  ms.  J.  W.  Gaston,  Sr.,  personal
interview,  November  29,   1961.
::€j :i::¥:§±:fe£:£i:¥Life±E¥C#:Lds:38±ri maT:e
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Bth.  Kennedy  made  arrangements  for  the  Male  High  School  to
play  a  team  from  the  Antioch  community.    The  game  mas  to  be
played  on  the  Saturday  before  Communion  Sunday.     In  those
daLys  the  pupils  had  to  go  to  church  on  the  Satur.day  afternoon
before  the  Comminion  Sunday.    J.  W.  Reid  told  h  N.
Kennedy  not  to  take  the  students  to  Antioch  and  play  the
game.26    A  note  in  the  register  of  the  Male  High  School
stated  that  Ath.   Kennedy  waswdismissed  May  18,   1885,   for
encouraging  and  accompanying  certain  students  in  a  Base
Ball[g±±] expedition  against ±±±  positive g=±±=E j2± ±±±
I)rincipal [underlined  in  the  originaD"27    The  I.egister  records
that  five  boys  were  expelled  on  the  same  day  that  L.  N.
Kennedy  wais  dismissed.     The  enrollment  for  the  school  yeaLr
1884  through  1885  started  with  forty-three,  but  so  many
students  quit  or  were  expelled  during  the  year  that  the
enrollment  mas  only  twenty  at  the  end  of  the  year.    tyth.
J.  W.  Gaston,  Sr.,  who  iras  a  student  in  the  school  during
this  time  said,   t'J.  W.  Reid.a  administration  of  the  school
in  1885,  and  the  baseball  affair  almost  broke  np  the  school.W28
26Statement  by  our.  Robert  White  Gaston,  personal
interview,   November  30,   1961.
27Register  of  the  Reidville  Male  High  School,  pp.142-143.
Novemb::SZ§?e:;3±.by  Mr.  J.  W.   Gastont   Sr.,  personal  interview,
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The  situation  received  so  much  adverse  publicity  that
the  Male  as  well  as  the  Female  School  did  not  have  school
the  first  session  of  1886.    The  board  of  trustees  requested
8.  P.  Reid  to  take  charge  of  the  Male  High  School  during
the  second  session  of  1886,   and  see  the  school  baLck  on
its  feet  once  again.
W.  D.  Mccorkle  was  elected  to  be  the  prineipaLl  of
the  Male  High  School  for  the  School  year  1886  through  1887.
In  1887  the  Male  High  School  burned.    Mr.  J.  W.   Gaston,   Sr.,
was  an  eyewitness  to  the  burning,  and  related  the  following:
nor:±nga8e§o¥:r8c£::£  83gie3?a  ±£ew:8h::it£:a
wooden  shingles  aLnd  they  Caught  fire  from  the
chimney.    We  formed  aL  water-bucket  brigade,
but  the
it  burn.£3re  had  too  much  head  start.    I  saw
J.  W.  Gag€on,   Sr.,  Robert  Whlee  Gaston  and  Case  Ga8ton
were  pupllg  1n  the  Reldville  Male  High  School  fron  1882
through  1885,   and  Case  and  J.  W.  were  in  school  in  1887,
the  year  that  the  fire  occurred.    Dfr.  Robert  Thiee  Gaseon
related  eo  the  writer  that  CaLse  Gaston  told  him  that  J.  W.
Gaston,  Sr.,  John  Hughes  and  he  built  the  fire  ia  the  fire-
place  ehe  day  Chat  the  school  burned.30    Having  built  the
fire,  they  wanted  a  larger  one,  so  they  placed  more  wood
29ERE.
3°Seatement  by  Mr.  Robert  Thlte  Gaston,  personal
interview,  November  30,   1961.
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on  the  fire  aLnd  the  flame  rose  too  high.
Plans  were  made  to  rebuild  the  school  during  the
summer  of  1887,  but  these  plans  were  hampered  by  hard
tines  and  bad  Crops.    Mr..  Mccorkle  rented  a  building
for  a  short  period  of  time  so  that  the  school  could
continue.    The  school  was  held  ih  the  old  Methodist
parsonage  for  a  shore  eizDe.    The  board  agreed  ehaLt  Mr.
Mccorkle  could  have  his  classes  on  the  ground  floor  of
the  Female  College  until  the  new  school  building was
finished.31    The  new  building  was  completed  in  1888,
and  it  i8  standing  today  ln  the  community  of  Reidville.
This  structure  has  a  wide  entrance  hall  located  ae  the
center  of  the  front  with  a  small  room  on  each  side.    These
anall  rooms  were  used  for  study.    The  entrance  hall  leads
into  a  large  r'oom  which  extends  the  entire  width  Of  the
building.    The  large  room  was  nsed  for  recitations.
V.      THE  DECLINE  0F   BOTH   SCHcOI.S
In  1888  lth.  Joseph  Venable,  principal  of  the  Female
College,  made  an  unfaLvorable  report  on  ehe  progress  of  the
school.    The  difficulty  inras  a  lack  of  additional  Students.
Rev.  Robere  Harden  Reid  was  appointed  as  Mr.  Venable'8
associate  principal  of  ehe  Female  College.    Mr.  Venable
3lThe  Records  of  the  Trustees  of  ehe  Reidville  High
Scbools,   p.  225.
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did  not  complete  the  school  year,  and  the  school  did
not  halve  a  second  session.    Mr.  A.  Spencer  iras  elected
to  take  over  the  admlniseratica  of  the  Female  College  in
1889.    He  exerted  all  of  his  efforts  to  place  the  school
on  a  stable  footing.    The  catalog  for  the  school  year  1889
stated  that,  ff under  a  recent  reorganiz}ation  it Eeidvill®
Female  Colleg9now offers all  the  facilities  for  a  liberal
education  which  can  be  expected  ln  those  institutions
ranking  aext  to  the  university."32    Mr.  A.  Spencer's  efforts
bore  fruit  for  the  school.    During  the  year  1889  through
1890  the  enrollment  increased  to  sxiby-five  in  the  Female
College.    M+.  A.  Spencer  iras  the  principaLl  of  the  lfale  High
School  and  ehe  prlnclpal  of  the  FemaLle  College  ae  the  same
time  during  1889  through  1891,  and  again  from  1892  through
1894.    He  placed  the  Schools  once  aLgain  in  a  stable  position.
The  Male  High  School  and  the  Female  College  were  united  for
the  year  1892  through  1893.    Mr.  A.  Spencer  was  in  charge
of  both  schools.33
The  FemaLle  College  cataLlog  of  1889  gave  the  only
description  of  the  College  that  waLs  found.    It  stated  that:
The  College  building  is  a  large  brick  edifice,
:#::a:3gwiqtfp;:::::3#E:lil:c±3:gfa::h#:;?O:¥:.,
32Catalog  of  Reidville  Female  College,   1889.
33Register  of  the  Reidville  male  High  School,  pp.172-173.
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comfol`t  and  convenience  of
at  all  seasons  of  the  year.3£achers  and  pupils
The  schools  were  ln  need  of  many  repairs,   since  they
had  not  received i"ch  aeteneion  since  they  had  been  built.
The  people  who  had  the  major  voice  in  the  running  of  the
schools  were  getting  old,  also,' from  years  of  service.
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid  had  been  the  pastor  of  Nazareth
Presbyterian  Church  before  the  schools  were  founded  and
had  remained  the  pastor  until  his  resignation  on  Sunday,
April  3,  1892.    He  res  pastor  of  the  church for forty
years.35    The  schools  were  ln  a  decline  because  of  the  lack
of  funds,  the  establishment  of  free  public  schools,  and  the
opening  of  many  colleges  in  the  South.36
It  was  reported  that  the  Female  College  had  one
thousand  volumes  in  the  library  in  1896  and  1897,  while  the
Male  High  School's  library  contained  three  hundr.ed  volumes.
The  value  of  the  grounds,  buildings,  furniture,  and  apparatus
was  also  reported  to  be  eleven  thousand  dollars  for  the
Female  College  and  two  ehousand  dollars  f or  the  Male  High
34Catalog  of  Reidville  Female  College,  1889,  p.  9
35EEf 9±r_a__lip_a  Spartan,   April  27,   1892,   p.  I.
36ne £ artanbur
August  7,   193
@outh  Carolina E§=±±§-I_9_u_r_Gal_ '
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School.37
The  Schools  aelll  had  a  value,  but  their use  was  not
ale  great  as  lt  had  been  early  ln  the  eighteen  sixties.
All  persons  who  had  any  concern  for  the  schools  tried  eo
enlist  students  to  attend  the  schools  at Reidville.
VAllllam  Hay  ilrrote  a  letter  t®  the  editor  of  a  local
newspaper  ln  which  he  seated:
eha: a::::®¥6anE£::a:6c:#:d:§: £EL:;pf±:::€J:?t
that  some  of  then will  come  to  Reidville.
fry,
®®®®®,,®®,,,,®,,®,,®,,,,®®,®®,,,,,,®®,,,,,,,,®,,,,,®,
The  buildings  are  first  class  for teaichlng
purposes  and  right  on  the  grounds  are  ale  least
four good  buildings  that  are  to  rent.    Some  of
the  houses  to  rent  are  elegane  and  the  omers
offer to  rent  them at  low rates.    Fifty  or
sixty  students  could find  food  and  lodging  in
:::s3::3:ea%:I:::3!rmediate  vicinity at very
The  schools  Were  in  a  sharp  decline  in  the  late
eighteen  hundreds.    Their  last  chance  passed  them  by  when
the  railroad  did  not  come  through Reidvllle.    In  1891
ehe  Cape  Fear  and  Clnclnnati  Railroad  tras  looking  for  a
pracelcal  route  from Wlrmsboro  to  Greenvllle,  South
CaLr®1ina.     It  Was  recorded  that:
ife.£7EaEsrfugio#Gg6:s==±=s±g±#n#::g±s±a±cfig#]¥2i5i.
Decenb:r8W±5i±£!#yi.":?±dville Ners"®  IE£ Carolina  spartan,
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andTkL:ir;:gsL€h::#£ F::c::o:no±n8:#:;? 3E:!h
needs  just  Such a  line  of  railroad  for  its  proper
developmenc .
witi g:::c:a::I:!:.in:g ::p::::Sh;a:3|!E: ;2g::::;
region  of  our  state  will  readily  Show tha
chances  to  be  on  ehls  line  are  very  good.39Reidville.s
The  raLilroad  did  not  come  through Reidvllle.    "In
1893  the  Interstate  Commerce  CormissloB  said  lt Ehe  railroadJ
has  n®  legal  existence.n4°    Other  towns  received  railroads
while  Reidvllle  was  perishing,  slowly  but  surely.
VI.      REVREERTD   ROBERT   HARDEN  REID  RESIGNS
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid  offered  his  resignation  ln
1898  after  being  ehe  of)ly  president  of  the  board  of  trustees,
but  the  board  refused  to  accept  lt.    He  offered  his
resignation  again  ln  1899,  at  which  tine  it  was  accepted.
The  office  of  president  was  filled  by  his  son  8.  P.  Reid.
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reld  served  as  president  of  the  boaLrd
of  trustees  for  forty-two  years.    Rev.  Robert  HaLrden  Held
stated  ln his  resignation  that:
i:::t!;yl?::gF::!g:¥;n:::#::i;::::::::::i::I:s,
39The  S
ray  22,  RE
aLrtanbur
91,   p.   1,   cO .B8?th CarollnB E± E2EEE.
g::!::f:;r:;nri::::::::i::::?:;::?:::iE:::r6i::::::tfrom
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educa
past.£±on  in  the  fucare  as  they  have  done  in  the
The  board  of  trustees  recorded  its  feelings  toward
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid.    It  was  recorded  that:
The  Rev.  R.  H.  Reid  coming  into  this  county
as  Pastor  of  Nazareth  Church  soon  saw  the
|anenta
anon8st
lot Was   Ca
want of  educational  advantages
the  Presbyterians  with  whom  his
.    Their  sons  and  daughters  were
sent  off  bo  high  schools  of  other  denominations.
He  set  about  at  once  to  correct  the  evil
3:Sp:::e:n¥£: ;:E3s::±£:: £:o:a:h3; i::k of
indomitable  ilTill  and  pel`serverance  succeeded
in his  efforts  in  locating here  and putting
in  operation  these  schools .... time  after
:i:e:eB:i::°:ghfaz::er=t8£L:E°u±db=€:re
congregational  meetings,  and  what  little
encouragement  he  received.
®,,,,,,,,,®,®,®,®,,,,,,,®®,,,,,,®,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,®,,,,,,,,,,
He  had  many  discouragements  in  dlrec€ing
the  school  affairs  especially  during the  raf
:i:pf:e:i:T:gsb:::;::E::a::hEa::::s::e%:ng
president  of  the  board.
®,,,®,®,®,,,,,,,,,,,®,,,,®®,,®,®®,,,,®®,,®,®,,®,,,®,,®,®,®®
Though  the  schools  and  Corm  in  which  they
3£:a:2£3:edH:ei=n€:3€ag:'c:Eig3S|E:nfi:Lfi:I
§§:i:::Sn;:§h§k:h:§a;:¥¥:i::;:;i:±#:ns:¥v:::
41The  Records  of  the  Trustees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schools,   p.  380.
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®,,,®,,®,,,,,,,,®®,,,,,®,®,,®®,,,®,,®®,,,,,,®,®,®,,,,®
He  Set  in  operation  a  train  which  has  been
successfully  bearing fruit  to  an  extent  he
little  dreamed  of  in  his  early  days.    The
influence  of  these  schools  is  widely  felt,  and
#h::bw:h:;n:r:°i:::::8e:h:£eo£:gTn±:yb::ighted
i!:;;:i:::i;::3;i:;::i:;:i;i:i;:i;::E::I;:::i;::a
42EE#.,  pp.  380-385.
CHAPTER  VIII
THE  DErmsE  OF  THE  REIDvlLLE  pRlvATE  HIGH  SCHOOI,s
During  ¢he  years  of  1900  through  1905  the  official
scbool  records  are  very  nebulous.    The  schools  were  in  a
sharp  decllno  for  diany  reasons.    The  leadership  of  the
board  was  ln  capable  hands  under  8.  P.  Reld,  but  Rev.  Robert
Harden  Reid's  inspiration  was  sorely  missed.    Public  scbools
were  established  in  all  parts  of  the  state,  and  other
private  Schools  Were  affected  ale  well  as  the  Reidville
Schools  by  this  growth.    The  two  schools  in  Reidville
served  their usefulness  to  the  people  in  their  span  of  history.
I.      THE  LAST  FEW  YEARS
The  two  8chools'  buildings  were  in  irifefior  condition
from  many  years  of  use  and  the  lack  of  funds  eo  DalntaLin
them.    Repairs  were  made  but  they  t7ere  very  minor  and  only
Dado  when  they  becaLme  essential  to  the  safecy  of  ehe  students.
The  roof  of  the  Male  High  School  as  well  as  the  window
sashes  were  in  poor  condition  ln  1902.    The  principal,  Mr.
Hutcheson,  requested  that  a  new  Stove  be  bought,  as  the  old
one  iras  in  an  unsafe  condition.    He  also  requeseed  that  at
least  one  dozen  new  desks  be  purchased  for  the  school.I
lire.,  pp.  288-289.
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ltr.  J.  W.  Reid,   the  principal  of  the  Female  College,
also  suggested  Chat  the  boaLrd  buy  one  dozen  new  desks  for
the  Female  College.    He,  too,  requested  that  the  window
sashes  be  repaired,  as  well  as  a  new  coaLt  of  paint  be
applied  to  the  outside  of  the  college  buildings.2
Ie  is  not  known  how  maLny  students  attended  the  Male
School  aifeer  the  school  year  1900  throtigh  1901,  but  the
enrollment  for  that  year  ras  eighty-one  under  M+.  George
Briggs,  principal.3    The  register  that  was  used  ln  €he  Male
High  School  was  not  used  after  the  year  1901.
The  enrolldrent  f or  the  Female  School  res  f ifty-three
for  the  school  year  1900-1901,  and  forty-five  for  the  year
1901-1902.    Forty-six  young  ladies  enrolled  for  the  year
1902-1903,  and  the  last  year  that  the  r.egister  was  ln  use
it  was  recorded  that  fifty-seven  girls  enrolled for the  year
1903-1904.4    It  is  not  knoim  how many  students  enrolled  ln
the  Female  School  during  its  last  year',  1904-1905,  as  a
prlvaee  school.
Since  1871  the  Female  School  was  ref erred  to  as  a
College  ln  the  minutes  of  the  board  of  trustees.    The  school
2.RE.,  p.  289.
3Register  of  the  Reidville  Male  High  Scbool,  pp.loo-113.
4Register  of  the  Reidville  Female  High  School,
pp.   215-222.
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res  originally  set  up  as  a  high  school.    In  1902  the  Female
College  iras  once  again  lowered  to  a  high  school.    The
catalog  for  the  school  year  1902  through  1903  stated:
The  ccurse  of  study  prescribed  by  the  State  Board
of  Educabion  in  1901  is  made  the  basis  of  our  course.
We  use  the  text  books  adopted  by  the  State  Board  of
Education.    Our  high  school  course  of  study  covers
four years.
®,,,,,,,®,,,,,,®,,,®®,®,®,®,,,,,,,,,,®,,,®,,,,
§§¥i¥h:§{:§I¥PE¥§:k¥¥Vri:i;§§!§:#¥r§:¥
®®,,®,®,®®,®,,,,,,®,®,,,,,,,,,,,,,,,®,®,,,,®,,,®,,,®
Our  high  school  course  affords  a  good  preparation
!i:i:iiii;n::fg¥:i:*:ii¥n#:#;::rfau=:tutions
The  building  used  for  the  Female  School  ae  this  time
was  "...a  large  two-story  brick  building with  a  comfortable
school  room  on  the  first  f loop  and  a  large  chapel  room on
the  second,  and  other  rooms .... *6
11.      TERNINATION  0F   THE  SCHOOLS,   1905
®fr.  Go ff  was  the  principal  of  the  Male  High  School  and
5Catalog  of  the  Reidville  High  School  for  Girls,
1902-1903 .
6Ibid.
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Mh.  8.  P.  Reid  was  principal  of  the  Female  High  School
during  the  school  year  1904  through  1905.    In  May  of  1905
the  board  me€  aLnd  did  not  consider  electing  teachers  for
the  year  1905  through  1906,  "Owing  to  the  fact  that  an
election  had  been  held,  voting  a  tax of three  mills  for
school  purposes  in  this  district .... "7    The  board  agreed
to  assist  the  public  board  in  filling  the  teaching  poslbions,
and  eo  make  the  most  satisfactory  arrangements  possible
as  to  the  rental  of  the  property  owned  by  the  Reidville
Pz>1vate  High  School  Board  of  Trustees.    The  board  for
the  public  school  agreed  to  rent  the  building used  by
the  Female  High  School  for  one  hundred  dollars  per  year,
if  the  private  school  board  would  relinquish  the  privileges
of  ice  cream  and  door  receipts  of  the  commencement  exercises.8
In  the  fall  of  1905  the  Reidville  Male  School  and
the  Reidville  Female  High  School  were  united,  and  the
public  school  was  known  as  Reldvllle  Graded  School.9    0n
May  15,  1906,  the  public  school  of  Reidville  held  its  first
7The  Records  of  the  Trustees  of  the  Reidville  Higb
Schools,  p.  298.
SERE.
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graduation.10    The  public  school  employed  four  teachers
and  had  an  enrollment  of  one  hundred  and  sixty  during
1905  through  1906.
The  boys  were  transferred  to  the  campus  of  the
glrls'  school,  where  all  of  the  classes  were  conducted
for  the  public  school  system.    The  building  used  by  the
Male  High  School  and  the  Male  High  School  prlncipals'
house  have  remained  through  the  years  under  the  care  of
the  board  of  trustees.    The  Reidville  Private  High
School  Board  did  not  deed  the  property  over  to  the  public
school  board until  April  4,  1923.]]
One  thousand  boys  and  more  than  twelve  hundred
young  ladies  received  a  greait  part  of  their  education
and  preparation  for  life  in  these  two  schools.    Who  can
estima€e  the  vailue  or  the  far-reaching  influence  afforded
by these  schools?    Suffice  lt  eo  say  that  they filled  a
great  need  in  their  day,  and  they  played  an  importaat
role  ln  the  molding  of  Chrlseian  char.actor  and  education
in  the  Piedmone  region  of  South  Carolina.
The R. 1:±:S=;==:68=B=gy#Iffii. aLg+#ealogy  ( Colunbla :
House , 1::::£ 8far:=Thv:?eE::i 8£:I:r2;;i County court
CHAPTER   IX
CONTRIBUTION   OF   THE   SCHOOLS   T0   SOCIETY
It  has  well  been  said  that  no  person  lives  unto
himself .    It  can  be  said  Chat  the  Reidville  High  Schools
did  not  live  unto  themselves,  either.    Each  person  that
aetended  the  tva  schools  [nade  a  contribution  to  society
ln  some  ray,   some  more  than  others.    It  would  be  difficult
to  arrange  the  "most"  important  people  that  attended  the
two  institutions  in  order  of  their  importance  to  society.
There  halve been  college  presidents,  `college  teachers,
college  deans,  mayors,  dentist,  medical  doctors  by  the
numbers,   elementary  school  teachers,  high  school  teachers,
farmers,  preachers,  a  designer,  and  those  who  followed
many  other`  professions  represented  by  the  people  that
attended  or  graduaLted  from  the  Reidville  Private  High
Schools.
An  endeavor  was  made  to  record  some  of  the
contributions  of  a  few prominent  individuals  who  attended
the  two  institutions  in  Reldville,  South  CarolinaL.
I.     NIIII,IAM  JOSEPH  MARTIN,   JR.
William J.  mrtin's  father  iranted  him  to  attend
school  at  Reidville  and  be  taught  by  a.  P.  Reid,  who
aLttended  Davidson  College  and  was  an  excellent  student
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under  Willian Martin,  Sr.I    Wllllan  MaLrtin,  JI`.  completed
his  preliminary  education  at  the  Reidville  Male  High
School.     He  then  becadie  a  student  at  I)avidson  College,
Davidson,  North  CarolinaL,  where  he  received  the  degree
of  Bachelor  of  Arts  ia  1888.    He  studied  medicine  and
received  the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Medicine.    He  also  earned
the  degree  of  Doctor  of  Philosophy  in  1894.    During  his
life  he  received  many  honorary  degrees.
I)r.  Martin  becane  president  of  Davidson  College
in  1912,   so  continuing  until  1929,  when  he  rag  made
president  emeritus.2    He  served  ln  many  positions  at
I)avidson  before  he  rag  appointed  president  of  the  College.
Dr.  Martin  was  a  leader  in  church  educaLtion,  and
wag  active  in  denominatlonaLl  undertakings  on  a  nation-
wide  scale.    In  his  leisure  tizne  he  enjoyed  outdoor  sports.
Baseball  was  his  favoritg  outdoor  sport.
"The  death  of  I)r.  mrtin,  September  7,  1943,  in
Richmond,  Virginia,  was  an  occasion  of  profound  sorrow  and
regret  wherever  he  was  known."3    His  achievements  and  his
Lstatement  by  fry.  J.  W.   GaLston,   Sr.,   personal
interview,  November  29,   1961.
5::¥d¥;:i;i:i:::?:§§§::i::S::i::§§L:±ep¥i::;tyl::::I
3Ibid.
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service  to  society  were  recognized  by  people  from  all
sections  of  the  South.
11.      VARY   ANDERSON   LEONARD
Mary  Anderson  Iieonard  graduated  from  the  Reidville
Female  College  in  1885.     She  then  entered  Mount  H®1yok®
College  in  1887  and  withdrew  in  1888.    Miss  Iieonard
studied  at  the  University  of  South  Carolina  in  1897.    She
aLttended  the  extension  of  The  University  of  ChlcaLgo  in
1899.    It  was  stated  that:
"...Miss  Leonard  attended  The  University  of
i!!!!;i:;#:i::i::!i:i:;iil8::::A:::::::::;:::,
She  had  the  privilege  of  teaching  over  two  thousand
students  ln  her  twenty-one  years  of  active  serv.ice  in  the
teaching  profession"5    It  was  reported  that:
!!i¥!i:;!!iih¥!ii;;¥::;i;;i;!i!;!!ii!:::south
4Personal  correspondence  of  the  igriter,  letter  from
B:::i8:rJig?a:98±?Ve.  Registrar.  The  University  of  chicago,
The R.  :±±£=;==E8%=g:¥y#IFT;: §8;n:alogy  (Columbia:
de£::#:i:i::#;?§:r£::i:g::=:erfeL§hfo#:E:r6o#::::from
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mss  I.eonard  Has  bead  of  the  department  of  history,  civics
and  economics  in  Winthrop  College,  Rock  Hill,  South  Carolina
from  1899  to  1906.7    Miss  Leonard  received  her  Masters  of
Arts  degree  from  the  University  of  South  Carolina  on  June  9,
1926.    She  lefe  ain  endorment  Of  one  thousand  dollars,  which
was  invested  and  the  interest  used  to  purchase  books  for
the  library  of  Reidville  t'white"  Ptiblic  School.    This
endoiment  rag  left  by  her  ln  memory  Of  her  sister  Rebekah
Jean  Leonard  and  her  niece  Edna  A.  Leonard.8    mss
Iieonard  died  in  1930.
Ill.      EDWARD   HCiENEY   ANDERSON
"That  Spartanburg  County  produced  a  genius  in
electrical  science,  especially  ln  de8ignlng motors  for
cars,  is  probably  knom  to  but  few,  but  such  ls  the  fact."9
Edward  Hornby  Andersen  graduated  from  the  University
Of  South  Carolina.    He  was  prepared  for  college  in  the
Reidville  Male  High  School.    After  graduating  fran  the
University  Of  South  Carolina  he  iras  ararded  an  appointment
7Anderson-£eEEZ ±Z9±-±2±±.  ±e±.  £±±.
¥fo?=S=29¥£::::§i#5#:c¥?L±ii§P#+#eEng§o;:i:Th::#-
94g±_e=sen-2±EEz lz2£-±2±4,  ep.  £±i..  p.  59.
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with  the  General  Electric  Company  of  Schenectady,  New
York.    This  appointment  waLs  for  a  two  year  course.    His
rise  with  the  company  was  outstanding.    He  was  assigned
to  important  duties  in  a  very  short  period  of  time.
His  main  work  was  designing  electrical  motors  to
replace  steam  power  on  elevated  railway  tracks.    It  was
reported  that:
;!!!!!:£i:ii?::;i;;::!i!:!!;;!i!:;::;i:¥!:;:r:s
that  before  moving  to  Avon  Road  he  lived  on
Gillespie  Street.     Both  areas  aLre  neaLr.  the  campus
rEiE:of  Union  College.    The  avonwas  long  knoTh7n  as  the   t'Gene oad  location1ectric  Plot"  -
developed  for  off icials  of  the  growing  plant  in
the  City,  and  it  s
residential  areas.E611  is  one  ®f  the  most  select
The  company  furnished  a  magnificent  coffin,   and
assumed  his  buriaLl  expenses  when  he  died  in  1912  at  the
age  of  forty-four.    They  aLlso  sent  an  escort  to  his  last
resting  place  in  the  graveyard  of  Nazareth  Presbyterian
Church.     He  had  numerous  patents  on  his  inventions  and
would  have  been  a  weaLlthy  man  had  his  life  been  spared.LL
10Personal  correspondence  of  the  writer,  letter  from
Nd:i:I:iE:g:::£:'c::3#+?anis;rEu23?i:;§±.Codmnications,
114±£eL_r._s_o=p=-2s±n]E IZ9£-±2±4.  leg.  £±E.
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IV.      ANDREN  CHARI.ES  MOORE,   JR.
Andrew C.  Moore,  Jr.,   "...rag  prepared  for  college
by  the  Rev.  a.  P.  Reid  at  the  Reidville  male  Academy.nl2
He  was  a  member  of  the  class  of  1887  at  the  University  of
South  Carolina.    His first  position,  after  graduation  from
the  university,  was  a  temporary  position  as  superintendent
of  the  city  scbools  of  Spartanburg,  South  Carolina.    He
later  accepted  the  principalship  of  the  city  high  school
ln  Blrmlngham,  Alabama.    After  some  time  at  this  position
he  resigned  so  that  he  could  pursue  graduate  work  at  The
University  of  Chicago.    He  enrolled  at  the  university  on
July  1,  1897  but  failed  to  complete  his  dissertation  for
his  doctorate  degree.13    In  1900  he  joined  €he  faculty  at
the  University  of  South  Carolina  as  associate  professor  of
biology,  geology,  and  mineralogy.    He  worked  hard  at  his
position  and  ln  1908  he  was  elected  by  the  board  of  trustees
of  the  university  to    serve  as  aLcting  president.    In  1909
he  was  appointed  the  Dean  of  €he  university,  and  held  the
3E¥:ifee#:¥LRE:*#i:¥iiiian
:h=ugfji;ir:;:!i::i:;::i::::::i:o!E::::¥:;::!e5:::%&:ron
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Position  through  1913.    In  1913  the  board  postponed  electing
a  new  presideat  and  again  they  appointed  Andrew C.  Moore,
Jr.  to  the  position  Of  acting  pl.esident.    The  board  of
trustees  did  nob  elect  him  as  the  new president  and  being
disappointed,  he  resigned  as  the  Dean.14    He  continued  at
the  unlverslty  as  prof essor  of  biology  until his  death  in
1928 .
Wofford  College  conferred  upon  him,  in  1909,  the
honorary  degree  of  the  Doctor  of  I.awe  in  recognition  of
his  service  as  an  educator.15    The  high  status  that  he
achieved  reflects  honor  on  his  naLtlve  Spartanburg  County.
V.      JOHN  ALBERT   THACKSTON
John  Albert  Thackston  left  Reidville  when  he  was
around fourteen years  of  age.    His  last  year  at  tbe  Reid-
ville  Male  High  School  was  in  1890.
I:£i::lii!;iii:i;inFi::i::!!;!!;::;:!i;;i!!i;::iit„
and  in  1908  he  took  his  Ph.  D.  from  the  same  institution.
14Danie|  W.  Hollis,
South Caroli
Colle ±g University'  I_9_I_qu9 ±LUniversit
Carolina
olunbla
11,   p.   266.
15Wauchope,  9p.  £±±.o   P.   24.
i-Un-±versity  of  South
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Wasa
schools
in  Souta  Carollha  from  1899  until  1906 .... he
Spent  eight  years  as  a  professor  at  the  University
of  Florida.    While  ill Florida  he  was  professor  of
:::i!:;::ii:8I;!!!!::O!:a:;li?:i:::::!t:f::i:liege
:3:::::::yu£€i :e:;i;:eefrew¥:: B:r¥:3 E:°€:::a:for
the  College  of  Education  1919-44  and  dean  of  Summer
Quarter  1921-49.
®,®®,,®,,,,,,®,®,®®,,,,,®®,®,,,,®®,,,,,,,,®,®®,®®,,,,,
fro:nil:H£:££T:¥E£:LS£±:e::i:Seoir±8::9s::t±:e£949.16
Dr.  ThaLckston  collaborated  with  others  ln  writing
numerous  books  on  health.    He  is  now  retired  aLnd  is  living
in  Knoxville,  Tennessee.
tea:E;.?H;::::3:aE:p=:i;u::I:::e:::g:n:a
VI.      JARES  LEWIS  MANN
Janes  Lewd.a  Mann  received  some  of  his  preliminary
education  in  the  Reidville  Male  High  School.    He  received
his  higher  education  from Enory  University  and  did  graduate
work  in  Germany  and  France.
James  Lewis  Mann  was  appointed  superintendent  of  the
Greenville,  South  Carolina,  city  schools  ln  1916.    TIDuring
ooha A:6:£::£:::nc3:::9g£:d3:S:it:::8r:=h±:3±;:k£:::t::n of
¥:¥£n3¥?±r;5§:tyih:r:i:g:±L;; §:::3 8::3::;a8 , r£;;i?ed
Dr.  Mann's  administration  of  24 years,   fran  1914
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E±Juntil
1940,  the  school  system  was  enlarged  by  24  new  schools  and
by  additions  to  others.nl7    I)r.  Mann  Was  widely  recognized
as  a  capaLble  school  administrator.    1then  he  retired in  1940
the  schools  had  an  enrollment  of  more  than  ten  thousand.18
17The  Greenville Eouth  Carolin9EgH,  June  26,1962i
Section ETp.   E.
18Ibid.
CHAPTER  I
SumRr
In  a  New Year's  sermon  on  January  I,   1857,  at  Nazareth
Presbyterian  Church,  Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid  called  the
attention  of the  congregation  to  the  need  for  educational
facilities  in  the  community.    There  were  no  schools  nearby,
and  it  was  necessary  to  send  the  young  people  away  to
schools  provided  by  denominations  other  than  Presbyterian.
Between  this  sermon  and  June  21,  1857,  a  board  of  trustees
was  elected,  and  many  offers  of  land  were  received  for
the  schools.    The  site  chosen  for  the  schools  was  donated
by  J.  and  A.  W.  Wake field,  and  Jones  N.   GaLston.     These
donations  provided  sufficient  land  to  build  two  school
buildings,  the  princlpaLls'  hones,  which  were  used  as
dormitories  for  each  school,  and  the  village  of  Reidville,
South  Carolina.
On  June  21,  1857,  the  first  official  meeting  of  the
board  of  tmstees  wag  held  ae  Reidville.    Rev.  Robert
HaLrden  Held  was  elected  as  the  first  president  of  the
board  of  trustees,  a  pogielon  which he  held  until  he  re-
signed  in  1899.    Ith.  JaLmes  K.  Dickson  surveyed  a  street
one  mile  long  which  connected  the  proposed  sites  for  the
Female  High  School  and  the  MaLle  High  School.    This  street
was  named  Main  Street.    The  Male  High  School  was  located
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at  the  east  end  of  Main  Street  aLnd  the  Female  High  School
was  built  at  the  west  end  of  the  street.    The  board  of
trustees  empowered  Mr.  Janes'  K.  Dickson  eo  survey  lots
which  were  sold  by  the  board  and  the  money  received  was
used  for  the  schools.
The  board  of  trustees  decided  that  ehe  schools  were
to  be  self-supporting  and  the  schools  were  to  be  leased
by  the  year  to  principals  selected  by  the  board  of  trustees.
The  board  of  tmstees  petitioned  the  state  for  a  charter
and  it  was  received  bearing  the  date  ®f  December21,   1857.
The  two  schools  were  built  at  a  cost  of  eight
thousand  four  hundred  and  fifty  dollars.    The  Male  High
School  was  not  completed  on  the  date  thae  the  school
year  star.ted  in  1858.    Rev.  T.  E.  Davis  was  the  first
principal.    The  building was  completed  six  weeks  after
the  school  opened  on  rmarch  1,   1858.     The  Female  High
School  building  was  not  completed  until  1859,  when  seven-
teen  young  ladies  enrolled  on  February  8,  1859.    Rev.
Robert  Harden  Reid  was  elected  the  first  principal.    Even
though  the  buildings  mere  not  completed,  the  eornerston®
was  laid  for  the  Female  Higiv  School  on  October  i,   1857  by
Spartan  Iiodge  number  seventy,   A.  F.  M.
These  schools  operated  during  the  Civil  War.    The
board  of  trustees  thought  about  closing  the  Female  High
School  ae  one  time  during  the  war.    The  years  after  the
Civil  War  were  years  of  growth.    The  Female  High  School
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was  called  Reidville  FemaLle  College  as  the  result  of
adding  advanced  courses.    The  Female  College  continued
to  operate  until  the  school was  changed  to  Reidville
High  School  for  Girls  in  1902.
From  1872  until  the  schools  were  dissolved  were
the  declining  years  in  the  history  of  the  schools.    The
lEale  High  School  burned  in  1887  aLnd  was  rebuilt  in  1888.
A  baseball  incident  in  1885  almost  closed  the  schools  aLs
the  result  of  adverse  publicity  of  the  incident.
The  demise  of  the  schools  came  aLbout  as  the  result
of  the  state  establishing more  public  schools  ln  the  area.
Spartanburg  County  held  an  election  ln  the  district  aind  a
tax  was  voted  for  school  purposes.    The  board  of  trustees
for  the  private  schools  did  not  meet  ln  May  1905  to  elect
teachers.    They  agreed  to  help  the  trtistees  for the  public
school  1n  filling  the  teaching  positions  for  the  year  1905
through  1906.    They  leased  the  building  of  the  Female  High
School  to  the  public  school  board  for  one  hundred  dollars
Per  yeal,.
On  May  15,1906,  the  fll.st  graduation was  held  for
the  new  public  school  1n  Reidville,  which  was  called  Reid-
ville  Graded  School.    The  public  school  board  of  trustees
rented  the  building until  April  4,  1923,  when the  board  of
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the  private  schools  deeded  the  Female  High  School  property
and  the  girls.  boarding  house,  or  dormitory,  to  the  public
board.    The  building  and  grounds  of  the  Male  High  School,
and  the  home  of  its  pr.incipal,  which  was  also  the  boys'
dormitory,  were  retained.    This  property  is  still  under
the  care  of  a  board  of  trustees  of  the  Reidville  High
Schools .
The  Male  and  the  Female  High  Schools  had  a  short
life  of  forty-seven  years.    The  two  institutions  represented
the  culmination  of  pioneer  efforts  for  education  in  the
Tyger River  section  of  Spartanburg  County,  South  Carolina.
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APPENI)IX  A
REIDVILI.E   PRIVATE   HIGH   SCHOOLS.   TRUSTEES   APPOINTED
AFTm   THE  CHARTER .MEMBERs
Nald'e9
P.  I.  Beachan
Michael  M.  Miller
Dr.  Thonas  P.  Austin
Joha  Davis
Dr.   G.   H.   King
in.  Perrin
John  Conl`ad  Zirmerman
J.  I).  Bivin8s
Jones  K.  Dlckson
John  P.  MCLernous
John  Hamilton  Erins
William  Grlsham
Thomas  Plckney  Gascon
Dr.  WilliaLm  Kilgore
Slneon  K.  We8tmoreland
Thorns  J.  Moore
Dr.  White  R.   Gaston
Rev.  Albert  A.  James
Alvia  H.  Dean
Willlan Bailey
Year  Appointed
1858
1859
1860
1864
1867
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I)r.  John  HaLmilton  Reid
S.  R.  Wostmore}and
John  a.  Caldwell
Robert  W.  West
Dr.  W.  A.  Harrlson
Dr.  A.  J.  Hesbit
Andrew Berry  Woodruff
James  W111lans
Sa"el J.  Craig
E.  Wright
Dr.  M.  P.  Hunter
Alfred  W.  Parks
Wllllan J.  Means
Commodore  Perry  Berry
William  A.  Hudson
Rev.  I.   C.  IIaws
John  Crairford  Andersen
Edward I.  miler
William  Henry  Hughes
W1111am  Denny  Leonard
James  S.  Drummond
Dr.  T.  I.  Poole.
JlzB  Dermy  Leonard
John  W.  Wofford
1868
1871
1872
1873
1874
1876
1878
1881
1882
1883
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R.  Miller  Otts
W.  L.  Rogers
S.  J.  Slmpson
Amzi  Williford  Gaston
John  Albert  Bearden
Thomas  MaLdlgon  Leonard
Dr.  Belton  0.  Bennett
Thomas  8.  Anderson
Wllllan I.  Crim
J.  Hiram  BrockmarL
J.  Terry  Wood
W.  J.  Willsoa
Rev.  Benjamin  Palmer  Reid
Newton  I.eonard  Bennett
Sanford  V.   BrockmaLri
J.  8.  Brockman
Jessie mlton  Kilgore
1384
1885
1886
1891
1893
1895
1896
1897
1899
1901
1903
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APPENDIX  a
REIDVILLE  PRIVATE  HIGH  SCH00LSI   TRUSTEES  APPOINTEI}
AFTm  THE  pRlvATE  SCHool,s  cLosElt
Nanes
Joseph Nesbltt  Berry
Hugh  Means
Harry  E.  Depass
John  Williford  Gaston,  S.r.        a
Waiter  Carey  Anderson,  Sr.         a
David  Bul8t  Anderson
8.  Kemper  Gresham
Joseph  Sllas  Nesbitt
James  Mason  Ander8on
Wllllam  Jackson  Berry
Oscar  Maldin  Helm
Amzi  Cecil  Gaston
John  Belton  Brockman
Robez`t  Harden  Reid
Lorraine  Leonard
Thomas  Mincer  Lyles,  Sr.             a
Paul  Holland  I.eonard
Paul  V.  Moore
John  Henry  Teasley
Year  Appointed
1906
1911
1936
1944
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Claude  H.   Gresham
John  Cranford  Anderson
Joe  Harris  Kilgore
Ben  Mason  Anderson
Denny  Alexander  Snow
William  Agnew  IieonaLrd
al,iving  members
1952
1955®
1958
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APPENDIX  C
PRINCIPALS  0F  THE  REIDVILLE  MAI,E  HIGH  SCHOOIi
AND   THEIR  ASSISTANTS
Principals
Rev.  Thomas  I.  Davls
I.  C.  Duncan
T.  L.  Capers
Preston  a.  J®hnson
Rev.  Theodore  E.  Smith
Rev.  W.   a.   Carson
Preston  C.  J®hnson
Ripley  P.  Adams             b
William  C.  Kir.kland
Samuel  S.  Burton
Robert  Perry  Smith
W1111an  Tement
Samel  R.  Heel
Benjamin  Palmer  Reid  a
J.  ThomaLs  Roberts
Years
1858-1859
1860-1861
1862-1863
1864-1865
1866-1867
1868-1869
1870-
1870-1873
1871-
1871-1872
1872-
1873-
1874-
1874-1875
1876-1877
1877-1880
1881-1883
Assistants
William a.  Kirkland
W.  D.  Kirkland
A.  I,.  Miller
W.   H.   WaLlace
A.  Coke  Smith
Edward  I.  Archer
Rober€  Perry  Smith
Thomas  C.  Jones
Jogeph Thltner Reid
Benjamin  Palmer  Reid  c
William  D.  Mccorkle
Ally  Spencer
R.   D.   Senn
JaLmes  H.   Anderson
Ally  Spencer
George  Briggs
R.  8.  Hutcheson
J.  L.  MCThorter
R.  I,.  Go ff
1883-1884
1884-1885
1886-1887
1887-1898
1889-1891
1891-1892
1892-
1892-1894
1894-1895
1895-1896
1896-1901
1901-1902
1902-1904
1904-1905
Ilo
A.  C.  Monroe
A.  a.  Mclntosh
1„  N.  Kermedy
Joseph  Whitner  Reid
ALmon  E.   Spencer
Dths.  W.  J.  Willson
Mrs.  George  Briggs
aco-principals .
bDied  a  few weeks  after  the  school  term  started.
CNo  school  the  first  session  of  1886.
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APPENDIX  D
PRINCIPALS  OF  THE  REIDVILLE  FEMAliE  HIGH  SCHOOL
AND  THEIR  ASSISTANTS
Principals
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reld
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Held
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Held  a
C.  Woodward  Hutsoa              aL
Rev.   Homer  Hende®
Rev.  Thomas  Ward  ithite
John  Leland
Rev.  Robert  Perry  Smith
rears
1859-1863
1864-1867
1868-1869
1870-
1870-1871
1871-1873
1874-1875
b    1876-
1876-1885
Morton  Ii.  Venable               a
Joseph  Venable
Joseph  venable            d      e
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid  a
Ally  Spencer
Ally  Spencer
H.  J.  Stocard
D.  Balharrle  Simpson
I,,   P.   MCGee
Joseph Thltner Held
1886-1887
1887-1888
1888-
-1889
1889-1894
1894-1895
1895-1898
1898-1900
1900-1904
Assistants
Preston  C.  Johnson
112
Benjamin  palDer  Reid               1904-1905
ace-principals
bThe  trustees  raLn  the  school  the  first  session  of
1876  through  the  executive  cormittee  of  Rev.  Robert  Harden
Held,   James  K.  Dlckson,   and  I)r.  W.  A.  Harrigon.
CNo  school  the  first  session.
dAssoclate  principals.
eNo  school  the  second  session  of  1888.
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APPEENDIX  E
TEACHERs  OF  THE  REIDvll,I.E  ml,E  HIGH   SCHOOL
Wanes
Rev.  Thomas  E.  Davis
Rev.  ThomaLs  E.   Davis
I.  C.  rmcan
T.  Ii.  Capers
I.  C.  Duncan
I.  L.  Caper.s
Preston  C.  Johnson
Preston  C.  Johnson
Rev.  Theodore  E.  Smith
Rev.  Theodore  E.  Smith
Rev.  W.  8.   Oarson
Rev.  W.  8.   Cars'on
Preston  C.  Johnsori
Preston  C.  Johnson
Ripley  P.  Adams
William  a.  Kirkland
W.  D.  Kirkland
William  C.  Kirkland
A.  L.  miler
W.   H.  Wallace
rears
1858
1859
1860
1860
1861
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
1867
1868
1869
1870
1871
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Willian C.  Kirkland
Rev.  A.   Coke  Smith
W.  H.  Wallace
William  C.  Kirkland
Edward  L.  Archer
Samuel  S.  Burton
Robert  Perry  Smith
ThomaLs  E.   James
Robert  Perry  Smith
ThomaLs  E.   James
Wllllan Tennent
Sarmel  R.  Heel
Sa"el a.  Noel
Sarmel  R.  Heel
SaLmuel  R.   Heel
Benjanin  Palmer  Reid
J.  I.  Roberts
mss  Bright
Benjamin  Palmer  Held
J.  I.  Roberts
Benjanin  Palmer Reid
J.  T.  Roberts
Joseph Whitner  Reid
1872
1873
1874
1875
1876
1877
1878
1879
1880
1881
1882
1883
1883-1884
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A.  C.  Monroe
A.  C.  Mclntosh
Joseph  lThitner Held
L.  N.   Kermedy
Benjamin  Palmer  Reid
Joseph  Whibner  Reid
William  I).  Mccorkle
William  I).  Mccorkle
Ally  Spencer
Almon  E.  Spencer
Ally  Spencer
Almon  E.  Spencer
Ally  Spencer
Ainon  E.   Spencer
R.  D.   Senn
Jameg  H.  Anderson
Ally  8pencer
Zths.  A.  Spencer
Miss  Annie  Spencer
Miss  E.  N.  Spencer
Ally  Spencer
George  Briggs
George  Brlggs
Mrs.  George  Briggs
George  Briggs
d
d
d
a
1884-1895
-1886
1886-1887
1887-1888
-1889
1889-1890
1890-1891
1891-1892
1892-1893
1893-1894
1894-1895
1896-1897
1897-1898
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Mins.   George  Briggs
M+s.  George  Briggs
George  Briggs
hiins.   George  Briggs
George  Briggs
ELs.   George  Briggs
R.  8.  Hutcheson
J.  L.  Mcwhorter
R.  I.  Go ff
1898-1899
1899-1900
1900-1901
1901-1902
1902-1904
1904-1905
aFa||  session.
bspring  session.
CNo  school  for  the  first  session  of  the  year.
dTeachers  in  the  Male  aind  Female  High  School  at  the
same  time.    The  schools  were  joined  for  this  year.
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APPENDIX  F
TEACHERS   OF  THE  REIDVILLE  FEMAI,E  HIGH   SCHOOL
Nana
Rev.  Robert  Hardea  Reid
Dr.  John  Christian  Oeland
Min.   Dermls
lths.  Sarah  L.  Butler
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reld
Miss  Lott
Dr.  Christian  Oeland
lths.  Sarah  1„  Butler
mss  ifery  Stone
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Held
Mr.   Shaw
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Held
mss  Gallomay
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid
Miss  Lizziie  Rush
Rev.  Robert  HaLrden  Reid
Preston  C.  Johnson
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid
Preston  C.  Johnson
Rev.  Robert  HaLrden  Reid
Preston  a.  Johnson
Years
1859
1860
1861
1862
1863
1864
1865
1866
LIB
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid
Presbon  C.  Johnscm
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Reid
Rev.   E.  F.   Hyde
Rev.  R®bert  Harden  Reld
Rev.   E.  F.   Hyde
Rev.  Robert  Harden  Held
a.  Woodward  Hutson
Rev.   Homer  Hendee
Rev.  Thomas  Ward  White
Rev.  Thomas  Ward  White
Rev.  Thomas  Ward  White
mss  Lizzie  Anderson
Miss  Ella  Wilson
Miss  Annle  Wilson
Miss  Jamie  Thomas
John  A.  Iieland
John  A.  Leland
Rev.  Robert  Perry  Smith
Miss  Sue  E.   Hix
Rev.  Robert  Perry  Smith
ms.  R.  P.  Srfuth
mss  Sara  Lowd
1867
1868
1869
1870
1877
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Rev.  Robert  Perry  Smith
ms.  R.  P.  Smith
mss  Alice  E.  Perry
mss  Nellie  Patter.son
Rev.  Robert  Pel`ry  Smith
Ming.  R.   P.   Smith
mss  Alice  Perry
Miss  Nellie  Patterson
Rev.  Robert  Perry  Smith
Rlhas.   R.   P.   Smith
Miss  Alice  Perry
mss  Nellie  Patterson
Rev.  R®bert  Perry  Smleh
Miss  Kate  Gillam
mss  ifery  I,ogan
mss  Nellie  Patterson
Rev.  Robert  Perry  Smith
Miss  E.  A.  Fisher
mss  J.  Coon
m8a  Lizzie  Patterson
Rev.  Robert  Perry  Smith
Miss  E.  A.  Fisher
mss  C.  Anderson
Miss  Lizzie  Patterson
1878
1878-1879
1879-1880
1880-1881
1881-1882
1882-1883
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Rev.  Robert  Perry  Smith
ltiLss  E.  A.  Fisher
Joseph Whither  Reid
Miss  Annie  A.  Jordan
Miss  Salda  P.  Whaley
Miss  hary  Roper
M.   L.  Venable
M.  I"  Venable
Joseph  Venable
ltrs.  M.  I.  Venable
Miss  IIizzie  Venable
Joseph  Venable
mss  Iiizzie  Venable
Ally  Spencer
mg.  A.  Spen¢er
Miss  Anliie  C.  Spencer
Ally  Spencer
ms.  A.  Spencer
mss  Annie  C.  Spencer
Hiss  Mamie  Miller
Ally  Spencer
Mrs.  A.  Spencer
Miss  Annie  C.  Spencer
1883-1884
~1886
1886-1887
1887-1888
-1889
1889-1890
1890-1891
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mss  Mamie  Miller
Miss  A.  Anderson
Ally  Spencer
ELs.  A.  Spencer
mss  Annle  C.  Spencer
Ally  Spencer
uns.  A.  Spencer
Miss  Annle  C.  Spencer
mss  E.  N.  Spencer
Ally  Spencer
ftys.  A.  Spencer
mss  Annle  C.  Spencer
mss,   E.  N.  Spencer
H.  J.  Stocard
mss  I,ula  Broilm
D.  Balharrie  Simpson
D.  Balharrie  Simpson
D.  Balharrie  Slmpson
mss  Olive  Bennett
1„   P.   MCGee
Mrs.   L.   P.   MCGee
Miss  Maggie
1„   P.   MCGee
Mrs.   L.   P.   MCGee
mss m88le
C
C
C
a
a
1891-1892
1892-1893
1893-1894
1894-1895
1895-1896
1896-1897
1897-1898
1898-1899
1899-1900
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Joseph  Whiener  Reid
Miss  Olive  Bennett
Joseph Whitner  Reid
Miss  Olive  Bennett
Joseph Thltner  Reid
Miss  Olive  Bennett
Joseph Whitner  Reld
mss  Olive  Bennett
Benjamin  Palmer  Reid
1900-1901
1901-1902
1902-1903
1903-1904
1904-1905
aNo  school  the  first  session.
bNo  school  the  second  session.
CTeachers  ln  the  Male  and  the  Female  High  School
ale  the  sane  time.    The  schools  were  joined  for  this  year.
dl.ast  nane  could  not  be  determined.
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APPENDIX  a
COURSE  OF   STUDY   FOR   THE  REII)VILLE
Fm¢AI,E  COLI,EGE  FOR  THE  REAR
1883
Freshman  Class
(tr::§±::i£:±±¥::i:it:a±::1::h=::a::L¥£r::€:sL£:i::huAnn::;gis?a£::L¥:£t8:Zio:±#::E=§Li::D::#;r'
Rhetoric .
Sophomore  Class
::i:::£rii:±::!::fr;:::i:::n=8ie;:¥;:ii;::;:::p:;.
Junior  Class
¥:!i::;:n¥!:¥::i;!!!;wF:;i;¥i;;m¥::i:i!:;i:Ition'
Senior  Class
i;:i:iiig¥!::i::i:;::asl#:up=li:¥;:#ln:;::::i:e
arei:fa#fu::e:i::a:§°¥ £:k£ £=g:eg::fac:¥se i
claim  the  time  of  a  teacher.a
a€atalog  of  Reldvllle  Female  College,  1883.
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APPENDIX  H
COURSE  OF   STUDY  FOR  THE  REIDVIIiliE
HIGH  SCHOOL  FOR   GIRlis  FOR
THE  YEAR   1902
!i!!!Ii;i;¥i!¥ii:i;i;i!!:!iiili:i::i:E!n¥::th's
£::::n:a::nE:::¥ihc£!ge::::r:?.rfuu::P!::¥::::¥
Ben§::°£DG:¥rmR;;-3;:±±:='=¥°S:f:n::?L*:£t8::#:;
!!i;¥i:i¥:¥:ii;:!u¥;;;:i¥;:i;:::aT!:!!:::n's
Illustration  of  Principles  ln  Physics--Air,  Liquids,
Heat ,
FOURTH  YEAR.--Willians' s  Composition  and  Rhetoric;
#;i;g;r::i:E:::::;;ki;is::::Ei::::is!::;:i:::::::
::i;i:?i::;:i:5il:i:¥::a::;g:::ir::::;:::ur:;:;:?g:i::--
Principles  in  Physics--Electricity  and  Magnetism.a
acataloE  of  Reidville  High  School  For  Girls,  1902.
